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Abstract
Many of the auditory perception processes which researchers have sought to automate 
can be decomposed into stages, the first of which involves segmentation of the input 
audio. In music this stage equates to locating note onsets, and advances in this task 
should therefore ease further analyses. There are also many direct applications of 
onset detection, including synchronisation of audio with other media and location of 
significant time points in graphical editing of audio.
It is for these reasons that this work focuses on the task of detecting onsets. An onset 
is considered as a particular type of change in the time-frequency representation of a 
sound. The modulus plane derived from a semitone-based harmonic wavelet analysis 
is first transformed, to account for the varying frequency sensitivity and mapping from 
amplitude to loudness observed in the human auditory system. Vectors are then 
derived from adjacent regions of the plane, and compared for change using 
Minkowski’s distance measure. Peaks of distance correspond to significant changes, 
and commencing partials aie sought at peak locations to identify onset peaks.
The process of testing the method is considered in some detail, and an experiment is 
derived in which a test piece is recorded using a wide range of timbres from a MIDI 
synthesiser. The piece includes a repeated note and a range of intervals, and legato and 
staccato styles are demonstrated. Separate test cases demonstrate results in the 
presence of reverberation, dynamic variation, low notes, short notes, vibrato, tremolo 
and drum sounds (with overlapping cymbals). The main body of tests was conducted 
using a large number of parameter settings and variations of the analysis method 
(including different loudness scales and exponents in the distance measure) to achieve 
optimal results, but the reduction to a single analysis method with one parameter was 
also considered. The use of a novel technique to compensate for slowly rising onsets 
is also investigated. Although the domain is restricted to monophonic musical audio, 
many of the test cases contain overlap and the method is shown to have some potential 
in the analysis of polyphonic examples.
The results of this experiment are assessed in the context of error tolerances, derived 
from consideration of a number of typical applications. It is shown that such 
assessment is not a straightforward matter and, for example, there may be interaction
      —   '    —      —         ..........
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between the type of timbre and the error tolerance which will apply in a specific 
application.
In summary, the thesis establishes that onset detection can be accomplished by 
monitoring a distance measure calculated from a harmonic wavelet analysis; and does 
this via the design and implementation of a comprehensive experiment.
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Chapter 1 
Introduction
The introduction of computers into various music- and audio-related fields has 
resulted in their widespread use for the storage, editing, and transformation of digital 
audio. In addition, computers have long been utilised by certain composers to 
synthesise sequences of digital audio. The technology required by such applications is 
continually becoming less expensive, and all of these factors (as well as the 
introduction of a consumer digital audio format, the compact disc) have resulted in the 
existence of a large body of (musical) digital audio. However, that digital audio is 
largely impenetrable with much of the softwai'e in current use. The problem is that the 
dominant way of viewing digital audio is as a sequence of sample values plotted 
against time, without any further analysis. This representation highlights significant 
time points only in the most simple cases, and reveals little (if anything) about the 
audio content.
Figures 1.1 and 1.2 illustrate these points (see Appendix C for data format and 
graphing conventions). Figure 1.1 is typical of the simplest examples, and shows a 
repeated rim shot recorded from a drum machine. Location of the individual hits (by 
increase in amplitude) presents little difficulty in such cases. A more realistic example 
is shown in figure 1.2, which is sampled from a live performance of a french horn solo 
[Schubert 94]. It begins during a note which is followed by ten note onsets. 
Environmental reverberation causes notes to overlap, and this coupled with the slow 
nature of the attacks means that note onsets are not visible on the amplitude plot.
Figure 1.1 -  Repeated rim-shots.
.a m p litu d e
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ugure 1 .2 -  French horn solo.
.a m p litu d e
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The above examples are monophonie (containing a single instmment playing one note 
at a time) and yet, even in such simple cases, the amplitude envelope rarely helps in 
locating individual notes. Also, the recording environment and style of playing can 
mean that even a restriction to the monophonic case allows a wide range of 
possibilities. However, a musically trained human listener would be able to ascertain 
pitches (where relevant), and overcome expressive timing in the performance, to 
derive a score (similar to that originally written by the composer). Automation of this 
task in pai ticular has been the ultimate goal of much previous work in the area, and in 
the following sections a number of such potential applications are described.
1.1 Automatic Transcription
The starting point for such analyses has most often been pitch detection (as will be 
discussed in more detail in the next chapter). The idea is that if one can reliably detect 
pitch, then the emergence of a new pitch indicates a note onset. Whilst this may often 
be true, the author believes that overlapping notes (and interfering sounds in general) 
present problems for such an approach, and also that this view of the task limits its 
extensibility and applicability to other kinds of sound. The following decomposition 
of the problem, utilising onset detection as a first step, is therefore proposed as an 
alternative.
» Identify the time of each note onset.
* Find the pitch of each note (guided by the note locations from 
stage one) and infer a key signature.
* Use this information, perhaps in conjunction with higher level 
musical knowledge, to derive the rhythmic structure and time 
signature of the original score.
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This is over simplified, since no mention has been made of notated ornaments or 
dynamics. However, the method is more flexible and (for example) interpretation of 
the rhythmic structure can be based solely on inter-onset intervals, or can also take 
into account the detected pitches (previous approaches have utilised both methods). 
Also, if the onset detection method is versatile enough, the application of this kind of 
decomposition to non-pitched or non-monophonic examples could be envisaged. 
Finally, it disentangles the main problems so that, whilst they may interact, their 
solutions can be considered separately.
This approach (and the critical first stage of onset detection) have not been extensively 
studied in the past and, whilst these are perhaps the main reasons for choosing to 
focus on onset detection, it has other applications of its own.
1.2 Digital Editing
In the days when all audio recordings were stored on analog tape, editing of those 
tapes could only be accomplished with the aid of a razor blade. The tape would be 
moved back and forward over the play head of a tape machine until the correct point 
was established, and then the tape was cut. Composite reels could be constructed by 
splicing sections of tape together.
In many ways, the predominant editing techniques employed with digital audio have 
progressed little (if any) since then. Editing software will generally display the audio 
as a strip, or as a waveform (such as those above), that the user may magnify to 
examine in more detail. Edit points can be found only by audition or by visual 
inspection of the audio waveform, and ‘cut and paste’ are still the major editing tools. 
In musical examples, a transcription would include all the necessary information to 
specify edit points in terms of high level musical structure. However, in this area 
especially, one can imagine many non-musical applications (the editing of speech, 
sound effects and other sampled sounds). Also, whilst onsets may be the most likely 
edit points, the location of other significant points could be useful. For example, the 
location of note offsets is generally not considered as part of the transcription 
problem, although they may be of interest in some cases.
In summary, the consideration of this application area in particular prompts the 
generalisation of onset detection to the process of finding points o f interest in the 
audio and then classifying those as onsets, offsets or some other definable event. 
Automating the generation of such information would greatly assist many editing 
tasks.
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1.3 MIDI With Digital Audio
The Musical Instrument Digital Interface [IMA 83] is a communications protocol 
designed to allow electronic music equipment from various manufacturers to 
exchange control information. Computers are often used as sequencers, for storage 
and editing of streams of MIDI performance data. However, the increased power of 
personal computers has led to the emergence of MIDI sequencing software that also 
allows the recording of digital audio tracks onto the computer’s hard disc (via special 
analog to digital conversion hardware).
The problem remaining is that, even though the MIDI and audio tracks may both 
represent the same piece of music, there is no way for the sequencer to take this into 
account. For example, it is usually possible to quantise the data in MIDI tracks to a 
specified time grid. Given the onset locations in a monophonic audio track, one could 
imagine using these as a time grid for MIDI/audio synchronisation, attaching notes to 
their closest neighbour in a MIDI track, or even subsequently altering timing within 
the audio itself. Such facilities are beginning to appear in some commercially 
available software, but the proprietary nature of the methods makes it difficult to 
evaluate them in the context of research.
This area provides an interesting special case — there may be times when additional 
information is available about the audio to be analysed. For example, it might be 
easier to locate musically significant points in a recording of a piece if a representation 
of the score of that piece is also available. If this could be aceomplished in real time, 
one potential application would be the construction of MIDI accompaniment 
programs able to follow a performance and play along. Having said this, the current 
work focuses on situations where such information is not available (since a solution to 
the more general problem of locating onsets without prior knowledge would be 
considerably more useful).
1.4 Multimedia Applications
As well as attempting to reconcile different representations of a piece of music, there 
are situations where it would be desirable to synchronise graphics or some action with 
a piece of music. Many applications in the fields of animation, music video and 
performance can be imagined (for example, given onset locations, it would be 
considerably easier to synchronise the actions of animated chaiacters to accdmpanying 
music). This area could exploit some of the generality introduced in the previous 
section, since it is likely that events aside from note onsets would be used as 
synchronisation points.
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1.5 Non Musical Applications
Whilst this work ultimately focuses on detecting note onsets in music, similar 
principles may apply to (for example) locating sound effects in audio soundtracks, or 
detecting events in other kinds of time series. The possibility of wider application 
arises from the removal of musical considerations (such as pitch) from the onset 
detection phase mentioned earlier, but these issues will remain largely unexplored 
here.
1.6 In Summary...
The observations of various applications presented above have motivated the 
investigation of an onset detection method, with the following constraints.
® The input will be monophonie, but in order to deal with realistic 
examples the method should tolerate overlap and a degree of 
background sound (this should also be a step towards the 
considerably more difficult case of polyphonic input, on which 
relatively little progress has been made to date).
® The technique should not depend on musical attributes of the 
input (to allow its application to other types of example, such as
timbres without definite pitch).
® Prior knowledge of any kind should not be required, to retain as 
much flexibility as possible.
The main issue not yet discussed is how such a method should be tested. A range of 
examples and some measure of performance is required. The issue of accuracy is not 
as straightforwai’d as it may at first seem. Given an example with slow onsets, would a
range of listeners agree on specific onset times? In addition, the accuracy
requirements of the applications described vary: in automatic transcription, the higher 
level processing must overcome timing deviations from the strict score deliberately 
introduced by the performer (so that lower level onset detection inaccuracies may be 
acceptable); however, in some editing applications even small errors could be 
important and a greater degree of accuracy may be required.
These issues will be dealt with in more detail later in the thesis, the remainder of 
which is structured as follows. Chapter 2 places the work in context by giving a 
review of related work in various fields and discussing the different approaches which 
have been taken. Chapters 3 and 4 describe the method which has been developed:
' ' Æ "
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first, why a particular recently developed time-frequency decomposition has been 
adopted; second, a description of the technique developed for highlighting change in 
the audio, and how the output of this is analysed to locate onsets. Chapters 5, 6 and 7 
deal with an area which it is felt has been under-reported in previous work: the 
process of testing and evaluating musical analyses, and onset detection in particular. 
The design of an experiment and the results obtained are described. Finally, the 
impact of the work is assessed -  how the technique would be applied in the 
application aieas described, the importance of comprehensive evaluation and the ways 
in which further work could build upon what has been achieved.
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Chapter 2 
Background
Onset detection (or, more generally, signal segmentation based on some higher level 
criteria) has been investigated in a number of different contexts. For example, whilst 
onset detection is not usually the first stage in automatic transcription systems, it is 
often utilised as a pre-processing phase in speech recognition. In addition, there has 
been par allel development of techniques in those fields which have subsequently been 
applied to the problem. In order to best describe the context of the current work, this 
chapter is split into three main sections: a description of work in related areas of 
research, a discussion of the techniques used and a note on the methods of testing 
which are currently in use. The chapter concludes with an explanation of how the 
current work fits into this framework.
I
2.1 Related Areas of Research
In this section, the relevance (and current state) of a number of related research areas 
is addressed.
2.1.1 Automatic Transcription
An overview of this process has already been presented, and much of the fundamental 
concepts can be traced back to the work described in [Piszczalski & Galler 78]. The 
problem is divided into the low level analysis of the audio signal (to identify pitched 
notes) and a higher level analysis of those events to derive the original score. The low 
level stage is based entirely on a time-frequency analysis of the monophonic input 
audio (the Short Time Fourier Transform, described later). Whilst the subtleties of 
pitch perception are noted, pitch detection is central to the analysis (as in most 
automatic transcription work) and the emergence of an audible pitch, or a sudden 
change in pitch, marks a note onset. Results are achieved with this method, but it is 
noted that ‘not all transitions are found so easily, and further work remains to be done 
in this area’. This early paper also made some other important observations that have 
influenced subsequent work.
Ï
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2 Background
High resolution in both time and frequency cannot be obtained in 
the same analysis, so that it is difficult to ascertain both the pitch 
and the timing of a note with a high degree of accuracy. This was 
tackled by analysing two Fourier transforms: one at a high 
frequency resolution, and one at a high time resolution. The time 
resolution of the system still seems rather low (31 msecs 
windows are used), however this is an application where higher 
level processing (in this case, user input about the tempo) can 
help improve results. The ideas of ‘multiresolution analysis’ and 
separation of low and high level processing have subsequently 
been much developed.
® A better model of how the ear processes sound may be useful. For 
example, pitch is related to frequency (as is loudness to 
amplitude) on a logarithmic scale, and we are not equally 
sensitive to all frequencies.
® Access to example waveforms of the individual instruments 
making up the sound to be analysed may help in locating them in 
the input.
® The importance of testing, and the fact that ‘no system has yet 
processed a large and varied set of musical sound inputs’ are 
noted.
The influence of such observations will become obvious in the sections which follow 
(for example, the next important project took place in the early 1980s and is discussed 
in the methods section). Recent research in automatic transcription as a single 
problem seems rare -  the task has been decomposed, in various ways, into more 
tractable sub-problems. The techniques utilised in the most relevant of these will be 
discussed later (the higher level analyses, for example, will not be covered, but are 
surveyed in [Desain & Honing 94a]).
2.1.2 Auditory Scene Analysis
The problem being addressed in this work is that of disentangling a mixture of two or 
more sounds. Due to the fact that frequency components of sounds are likely to 
overlap and interfere, some knowledge of the individual sources is often employed.
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Whilst it is likely that any solution to this problem would also include infoiination on 
the onset times of notes, source separation is perhaps the most difficult problem in the 
area and is far from solved.
An early investigation of the problem is reported in [Moorer 75], where the goal was 
to derive the score from a recording of a duet. A number of restrictions are placed on 
the input, which (along with the key signature) act as prior knowledge to aid in the 
identification of notes. For example, overlapping notes must not have coinciding 
frequency components and only notes with a harmonic structure are allowed (in such 
notes, if the fundamental frequency is F, the Nth  frequency component above the 
fundamental has frequency (AT + l ) x F ) .  A periodicity detector applied to the 
amplitude signal guides the use of bandpass filters in the next stage. The output of 
these filters is examined for partials, and segmented according to a simple 
thresholding rule. Knowledge of the harmonic structure of the notes can then be used 
to group partials. When applied to two examples meeting the imposed restrictions, the 
system performs satisfactorily. It is possible that such an approach could be extended, 
but the concepts of harmonicity and pitch are of crucial importance in locating notes 
(and it has been explained why the current work seeks to avoid such assumptions). 
However, the beginnings of the problem decomposition now prevalent can again be 
seen.
The process of detecting and grouping partials is common in such work. Whilst 
Moorer sought to form groups corresponding to notes (with harmonic structure), 
others have attempted to use more general grouping principles. Such principles are 
generally derived from psychoacoustic experiments and include (for example) 
common modulation, onset and offset synchrony. The field is described in detail in 
[Bregman 94], which explains how two events aie more likely to be grouped if their 
onset times are simultaneous, whereas separation is more likely when a new event 
occurs during another that is sustained. This hints at the importance of onsets 
(discussed in more detail in chapter 4), and the way in which music is experienced as 
a series of discrete units, whose boundaries are indicated by changes in timbre, pitch 
or loudness is also described. The most important observation for onset detection is 
that the synchronous commencement of a number of frequency components is a good 
indication that those components are a part of the same sonic event.
[Cooke 93] describes the applieation of auditory grouping principles to the output of 
an auditory model (these will be discussed later), in attempt to actually separate 
speech from interfering noise. The grouping of partials by common onset time is
!
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perhaps most interesting in the current context, but is not utilised by Cooke 
(separation is attempted, but onset times are not generated).
Similar work which does utilise common onset, and is aimed at musical input, is 
described in [Mellinger 91]. Onsets are detected in a range of frequency bands by 
smoothing the band limited signals, and then cross correlating them with an ‘onset 
kernel’. This is a function designed so that the correlation is high when a period of no 
energy in a channel is followed by the rise of a signal. At times when a number of 
partials commence, the sum of the cross correlations is high, and a note onset is 
signalled. The ideal kernel would correspond in shape to the attack of each partial in 
each note, so that different instruments would be best detected by a different set of 
kernel functions. However, whilst a few different time lengths are used, varying the 
shape is not considered in depth and it is unclear (from the small set of single note 4
examples) how well the method perfoims in practice. Such methods may be extensible 
however, and the technique for identifying exponentially rising transients in [Mani &
Nawab 95] is based on a similar technique.
The utilisation of prior knowledge (or assumptions about the input) involved in much 
of the work presented in this section is also evident elsewhere. Automatic 
accompaniment uses knowledge of the score in tracking other performers, and an 
example of beat detection using knowledge of particular types of drum will be 
discussed later. The next section deals with speech recognition, which has received 
considerably more attention than any of the musical problems mentioned, and almost 
always utilises knowledge about how speech is produced, as well as higher level 
grammatical information.
2.1.3 Speech Recognition
There are interesting parallels between the segmentation of continuous speech, and the 
segmentation of musical signals. Speech can be considered as consisting of phrases 
(with some high level language structure), each composed of words constructed from 
individual phonemes. The structuring of music into phrases of notes with some 
internal structure is obviously analogous. This is perhaps what leads to the adoption of 
a similai' problem decomposition -  the segmentation of speech is often attempted prior 
to recognition, and a similar approach to musical signals has been pursued (and will 
be promoted herein).
However, the low level techniques applied to speech signals are difficult to generalise, 
since they are usually based on some model of the signal which is well suited to its 
method of production (that is, the vocal tract). Changes in this model are then tracked
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to segment the signal. An analogous musical segmentation would attempt to model a 
particular instrument and, therefore, be highly specialised. A number of such 
approaches to speech segmentation are described in [Andre-Obrecht 88]. In addition, 
training of the system is generally undertaken prior to any attempt at recognition and 
the current work seeks to avoid such prior knowledge.
Hidden Markov Models are currently widely used in the segmentation and recognition 
of speech (an introduction is given in [Rabiner & Juang 86]). An explanation of why 
such methods are unsuitable for analysis of polyphonic music is given in 
[Shuttleworth & Wilson 93]. Whilst it might be possible to train a model to recognise 
notes played on a variety of instruments in the monophonic case, this does not appear 
to have been investigated (and methods involving such training will not be considered 
here).
2.1.4 Change Detection
The task of speech segmentation is often included in the more general field of 
statistical change detection (surveyed in [Basseville 88]). What is perhaps more 
worthy of note here is that the analysis of musical signals is apparently never 
included. The most likely explanation for this is that whilst the majority of musical 
signals which will be considered have some features in common (and this must be 
exploited to develop a useful technique), they arise from a variety of different physical 
systems (that is, musical instruments). As a result, the ehanges to be detected can be 
sufficiently different that they will defy detection by the Idnd of system modelling 
which is generally undertaken in this field.
Whilst the methods may not be generally applicable to musical signals, a later chapter 
will discuss how observations of the techniques used in this field have influenced the 
current work.
2.2 Development of Techniques
A parallel development of methods can sometimes be observed across the various 
areas of research previously described. In this section, the choice of methods in the 
current work is placed in context by describing the evolution of the signal processing 
techniques involved.
2.2.1 Amplitude-Based
Some attempts at locating onsets have been made using only the time varying 
amplitude of the audio signal. In [Schloss 85], for example, a low-pass filtered version
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of the audio to be analysed is traversed, and the gradient over some interval is 
repeatedly calculated. Segments in which a significant increase in gradient occurs are 
then marked as onsets. The algorithm is parameterised on gradient threshold, time 
increment and minimum note length, and applied to percussion instruments. Such 
restrictions are inherent in amplitude-based methods, since only percussive 
instruments produce detectable amplitude peaks. The method was also utilised in 
[Chafe et al 85], where a detection rate of better than 95% is reported for the piano. 
Recent work has rarely utilised the amplitude signal alone (for reasons which will 
become apparent), and it is difficult to see how such methods could be extended. An 
‘onset gate’ (used to trigger further processing) is described in [Arcelo 95]. Simple 
amplitude based methods might be used in this application because speed of 
processing is of paramount importance for real-time operation. The method described 
first passes the signal through a high-pass filter, because low frequency components 
can cause false alarms in the next stage ([Foster et al 82] also used this method, 
because higher harmonics are shorter lived in time and less likely to overlap). An 
Automatic Gain Control is then used to force the signal to some average amplitude, 
thus avoiding the problem of loudness affecting the detector’s results. Short- and long­
term averages are then computed and when the difference exceeds some threshold, an 
onset is signalled. This method can be related to the previous, since the difference 
could be viewed as a gradient measure over some interval. No musical examples are 
given.
2.2.2 Fourier Analyses
The problems inherent in amplitude-based methods are discussed further in [Foster et 
al 82] which describes a number of amplitude analysis methods and demonstrates that, 
while they may be complementary to other techniques, analysis of the amplitude 
envelope alone is not generally sufficient.
The paper is primarily concerned with automatic transcription, so that analysis of the 
time varying frequency spectrum (to ascertain pitch) must also be undertaken. It then 
becomes apparent that this aids segmentation, since a change in pitch generally marks 
a new note. The paper therefore concludes on a method that tracks pitch in reverse, 
and assesses each new hypothesis for its fit to the currently established pitch. A 
threshold is set, below which the new audio ceases to fit the current pitch, causing an 
onset to be marked. It is unclear how well this method copes with repeated notes, and 
the preceding chapter has explained why it is desirable not to rely on pitch perception.
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However, the separation of low-level from higher-level analyses and the initial 
attempt to factor out onset detection are instructive.
In seeking to overcome a reliance on detecting pitch, while taking into account 
evolution in the frequency domain, one possibility is to look for marked changes in 
individual frequency bands and then coalesce this information to highlight note 
onsets. Such an approach is utilised in [Pearson & Wilson 90] which also uses a 
multiresolution time-frequency decomposition. This M ultiresolution Fourier 
Transform (MFT) overcomes some of the problems associated with eaidier forms of 
Fourier analysis (a more detailed discussion is presented later). Onsets are detected on 
a per frequency band basis and must be detected consistently across a range of 
resolutions. The level with highest time resolution then locates the onset precisely. 
Work with the MFT is presented in more detail in [Peai'son 91] and [Scott & Wilson 
92]. Pearson’s thesis avoids restrictions to strictly monophonic input (noting that 
reverberation introduces polyphony), and also avoids prior knowledge of musical 
structure or the instruments in the input. However, notes are modelled as a set of 
harmonically related partials so that the methods do not apply to percussion 
instruments or inharmonic sounds. In addition, the difficulty of deriving a model to fit 
even different notes played on the same instrument is noted. The system is 
successfully applied to a two note piano example. Two examples of trios show how, 
whilst partials can be extracted from polyphonic input, the phase information (on 
which the technique is based) is easily corrupted in these cases.
Methods such as this may encounter problems, since defining an onset in a frequency 
band is still not straightforward (the possibilities for variation of Mellinger’s onset 
kernel illustrate this). Moreover, it is difficult to set automatically the number of bands 
in which onsets must be detected before signalling an onset in the complete sound, 
because instruments present a wide range of harmonic complexity, and higher 
harmonics may be hard to identify in softer notes. In addition, notes may exhibit 
vibrato (frequency modulation) or glissando (frequency glide), meaning that they will 
not be confined to the same set of frequency bands for their duration (and may cause 
repeated false onsets as they move). Attempts to track such frequency movement are 
made in [Cooke 91] (but onset times are not generated), whilst [Shahwan 94] 
investigated extending Mellinger’s onset detection method so that movement did not 
cause repeated onsets to be detected. This involved applying an ‘inhibitory kernel’ to 
adjacent channels, so that the detection of an onset in a given channel is dependent not 
only on an increase in energy in that channel, but also on the non-existence of energy 
in adjacent channels. This means that tones with frequency movement only trigger an
13
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onset response when they begin. Whilst the system required training, and a similar 
method could therefore not be employed herein, the effect of frequency movement on 
any onset detection method must be borne in mind.
Attempts have been made to utilise frequency band onsets without a note model, or 
use of unreliable phase information. In this context, [Shuttleworth & Wilson 93] 
describes the summing of a gradient measure across frequency bands in the MFT to 
give a measure of ‘total onset energy’. Dynamic range compression was then applied 
in an attempt to make the onset measure independent of note loudness. An onset is 
detected when this signal crosses an adaptive threshold. The paper’s two examples 
illustrate the method, but some spurious peaks are evident and actual detection of 
peaks (and subsequent location of onsets) is not undertaken. In addition, whilst relying 
less on low level note modelling, the paper promotes the integration of higher level 
musical knowledge into the analysis (the current work aims to be free of all such prior 
knowledge).
2.2.3 Wavelet Analyses
The wavelet transform (discussed in detail later) has recently emerged as a useful tool 
in audio analysis, because it produces a logarithmic division of the frequency scale 
(related to our perception of pitch), and has time resolution which varies with 
frequency in each band, giving potentially improved time localisation over traditional 
Fourier analysis. Early investigations demonstrated lines of constant phase in the 
plane of complex wavelet coefficients, leading to points in time at which 
discontinuities (for example, artificially generated impulses) occurred in the signal 
[Grossmann et al 87].
While such lines are not so evident in the context of real signals, this observation has 
been used as the basis for an onset detection method [Solbach et al 95]. The phase 
plane generated from a wavelet-based auditory model is analysed, and a function 
calculated that is designed to exhibit peaks at lines of constant phase. An example is 
given of a piano piece in which the resulting graph contains peaks at the note onsets. 
However there is still work to be done on the automatic extraction of peaks, and the 
analysis of a wider variety of examples. Also, as mentioned in the paper, the phase 
patterns of two sounds occurring at different times can interfere. It seems that further 
investigation of such issues is required: for example, most live recordings include 
some degree of reverberation and the resulting interference in the phase pattern would 
almost certainly cause problems.
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2.2.4 Auditory Representations
In [Smith 96], an auditory model is used to produce a set of signals (each 
corresponding to a frequency band) that are related to those in the auditory nerve. 
These signals are then analysed with a neural network to highlight onsets and offsets 
in each band (based also on information in adjacent bands), and segmentation is based 
on the number of simultaneous onsets or offsets required. An example is given in 
which the number of onsets required can be set so as to produce a successful 
segmentation of a short flute piece.
A similar method of generating onset maps is illustrated in [Brown & Cooke 94]. 
Onsets are highlighted on a per frequency band basis, using a mathematical model of 
an onset cell observed in physiological studies of the cat. Some of the problems 
inherent in such per frequency band methods have already been noted. Like 
Mellinger’s onset kernel, the cell model can be tuned. In the paper it is tuned to 
respond only to rapid onsets, and how other kinds of onset may be detected is not 
discussed (onset detection is not the primary goal).
When considering auditory representations, it should be remembered that the system 
to which they act as input (that is, the brain) is hardly understood at all. It is often 
noted that such factors as experience, association and learning enable humans to 
detect individual notes or instruments in mixtures, and modelling of such processes is 
in its infancy. As such, the current work should be viewed in the context of signal 
processing (rather than artificial perception) and only the most salient features of the 
auditoiy system’s time frequency representation will be considered.
2.2.5 Model-Based
It was explained in the section on speech recognition why the author believes that 
model-based segmentation is not flexible enough to tackle a wide range of sound 
sources. However, in this final section on methods, a number of techniques involving 
musical or source-specific knowledge are described.
[Foster et al 82] describes an application of autoregressive segmentation, in which an 
autoregressive model is fitted to the audio data on each side of a time point T. Each 
model is then run on the data from which the other was derived, and the energy in the 
residual signals compared. The residual signals give a measure of the models’ fit to 
the data, and the calculated differences effectively show how much the model changed 
at time T. The hypothesis is that onsets are marked by peaks in the difference between 
the original residual signal and that computed with the other model. The method is 
shown to be successful in cases where amplitude analysis alone would fail, however it
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is not sensitive to amplitude change and as a result cannot detect repeated notes. In 
addition, it is stated that the instrument under analysis must be well modelled as an 
autoregressive process, although neither further explanation of this nor comprehensive 
examples are given. The paper concludes on a method using pitch detection, which 
could be viewed as another kind of constraining model (changes in pitch cannot be 
tracked if the sound is unpitched).
In [Goto & Muraoka 95], frequency band onsets are detected (as in some of the work 
described previously), but knowledge of the sound source is then employed in an 
attempt to identify the contributions of bass and snare drums to the sound. The drums 
are modelled by their likely appearance in the frequency domain. This works well on a 
restricted corpus of examples, but it is difficult to see how the analysis could be 
generalised, since most instruments cannot be characterised so simply.
The method was therefore extended by resorting to higher level musical laiowledge 
[Goto & Muraoka 96]. In this version, the time-frequency plane is analysed for chord 
changes, and beat tracking is then based on the hypotheses that such events are likely 
to occur at beat positions (and also on certain beats).
2.3 Methods of Testing
At this stage, it is hoped that the reader has an idea of the various techniques which 
have been applied to the analysis of music, and also to other signals such as speech. 
An aspect of this work which has not been discussed is the process of testing. It is 
immediately obvious, when researching the field of signal analysis (and especially 
audio analysis), that the area of speech processing is by fai* the most highly developed. 
This is perhaps because there are many obvious ai'eas of commercial exploitation for a 
successful speech recognition system, and an important side effect is that the testing 
procedures in use are much more sophisticated than those reported in the field of 
musical analysis.
As an example, the paper on speech segmentation mentioned earlier [Andre-Obrecht
88] included tests on five sets of ten sentences by one speaker, 20 numbers spoken by 
four male and six female speakers, and fifty telephone numbers spoken by a single 
speaker. Such demonstration of a method’s performance is de rigueur in the speech 
processing community, and [Cole & Hirschman et al 92] notes that “the availability of 
common corpora of speech and text is a critical resource that has been partly 
responsible for the significant gains made in speech and language processing in recent 
years”. The report also comments that making such databases widely available is a
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massive task (this is obvious when one considers the richness of language and the 
potential influence of different speakers, dialects, languages and so on).
The testing of musical systems is just as important, and will be discussed in detail in 
its own chapter. However, none of the musical work reported here includes more than 
a few illustrative phrases, and there has apparently been no attempt to investigate the 
kind of testing which should be performed (or what would constitute a realistic set of 
benchmark tests).
2.4 Conclusions
The work which has been presented in this chapter spans a number of different areas 
of research, but a common decomposition of the various signal analysis problems can 
be observed. Figure 2.1 illustrates this as a simple three stage process. In the first 
instance, the data is segmented into sensible units (for example notes or words) based 
on some common characteristics of the boundaries in the input data. Next, these units 
are analysed (or matched against some known criteria) for some higher level 
properties (for example pitch or word content). Lastly, higher level knowledge (for 
example of music or language) is used to interpret the information from the second 
stage (for example to derive the score of a piece of music or the structure of an 
utterance). Of course, there may also be feedback paths, so that the high level 
inteipretation may suggest a missed note or an incorrect word identification.
This decomposition is also flexible enough that many other kinds of analyses can be 
approached in the same way. For example, [Gustafson et al 78] takes a similar 
approach to the rhythmic analysis of heartbeats (in this case stage two is very simple, 
since the timing information from stage one is most important).
igure 2.1" Problem decomposition.
s e g m e n t a t i o n — ► s e g m e n ta n a l y s i s ----- ^ h i g h  l e v e l  i n t e r p r e t a t i o n
-  onset detection
-  word level segmentation
-  change detection
-  pitch detection
-  source identification
-  word recognition
-  rhythmic structure
-  key signature
-  language structure
That said, the main area of concern in the current work is the analysis of musical 
signals. It has been explained how eaiiy work on automatic transcription and auditory 
scene analysis attempted to solve the whole problem, whereas there has been a trend 
towards more detailed investigations of the individual stages in recent years. Pitch
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detection and the higher level analysis of events in particular have received much 
attention, whilst onset detection has rarely been considered in isolation. The benefits 
of detecting onsets without prior knowledge, or reference to higher level concepts 
such as pitch, have been explained. It has also been observed that the onset portion of 
a sound is of critical importance in its identification by a listener [Grey 75], so that the 
detection of onsets (in as generalised a way as possible) should also be an important 
stage in the automated recognition of sounds. It is for these reasons that this thesis 
focuses on the process of onset detection.
So that the analysis remains within the constraints which have been specified above, it 
is based on the definition of an onset as a set of one or more frequency components 
(usually referred to as partials) commencing within a short space of time. This allows 
for sounds of varying complexity, as well as unpitched sounds. The time within which 
the partials will commence has been studied previously, and this will be discussed 
further in chapter 4.
In addition, there are no accepted benchmai'k tests for the evaluation of new musical 
analysis systems. The development of a set of test cases is therefore also described, in 
the hope that the proper evaluation of new techniques may promote the kind of 
progress which has taken place in the speech processing world.
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Chapter 3 
Time-Frequency Representations
Although it is difficult to generalise, most music consists of a series of events taking 
place over time, and many of those events will be notes with an associated pitch. Pitch 
has been described as the quality of sounds which allows a listener to order them on a 
scale from low to high. It is a perceptual phenomenon, and pitch judgements are 
therefore subjective. However, the perceived pitch of a periodic waveform can be 
related to its fundamental frequency. In addition, the timbre of a sound aiises from the 
pattern of its other partials (see, for example [Howard & Angus 96] for discussions of 
pitch and timbre), and these observations motivate the use of a time-frequency 
decomposition as a first step in any audio analysis.
Conveniently, a variety of methods exist to find out how the energy of a signal is 
spread over its constituent frequencies at different times. However, such analyses aie 
always limited, in that high resolution in both frequency and time cannot be 
simultaneously achieved. This can be intuitively understood, by considering that to 
detect a frequency, / ,  a signal must be observed for at least one period — that is for at 
least 1// seconds. So the accuracy with which a given frequency component can be 
located in time decreases for lower frequencies. However, different methods deal with 
this trade-off differently and this chapter discusses the two most common; Fourier and 
wavelet analysis, as well as a variation of the latter developed specifically for musical 
input. In addition, it is known that the ear performs a frequency analysis, and many 
researchers have attempted to model its chai'acteristics. A section is therefore also 
devoted to auditory modelling, before the chapter concludes on the method which has 
been adopted in the current work.
3.1 Fourier Methods
The Fourier transform is the oldest and most widely used tool for time-frequency 
decomposition (partially due to the development of an efficient algorithm for its 
calculation, the FFT). Only the most intuitive introduction is given here, to enable 
comparison with other methods, and a more complete treatment (in the context of 
musical analysis) can be found in [Jaffe 87a & b].
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The basis functions of Fourier analysis are sinusoids. An input signal is decomposed
into contributions from a set of sinusoids, evenly spaced in frequency up to the highest :
frequency component in the signal. Each sinusoid is associated with a complex
coefficient, from which can be extracted amplitude and phase values, and summing
the implied sinusoids gives the original signal. The same amount of data is generated
as is given as input, so that analysing a longer audio segment gives more coefficients
and hence a better frequency resolution.
The coefficients returned are essentially averaged over the duration of the input. To 
study time varying characteristics, the input is split into short time segments (the size 
of which dictates the time, and also the frequency, resolution). Each of these segments 
is then analysed as above, and the whole procedure is known as the Short Time 
Fourier Transform, or STFT.
This is an oversimplified description, but it indicates the important drawbacks of the 
STFT.
® The frequency scale is divided linearly, whereas a scheme related 
to pitch would be more appropriate — whilst pitch perception is 
by no means a simple matter, a logarithmic division of the 
frequency scale is central (see [Plomp 76] for the perceptual 
aspects or [Meddis & Hewitt 91] for an attempt at modelling).
» The basis sinusoids are well localised in frequency, but not in 
time (they exist for the whole time of the analysis).
Solutions to these problems within the confines of the Fourier transform have been 
suggested. For example, the logarithmic frequency analysis of [McGee & Merkley 91] 
gives a closer match to pitch on the frequency scale. Also, the Multiresolution Fourier 
Transform in [Wilson et al 92] gives varying degrees of time and frequency resolution 
(although it is computationally intensive and generates a massive amount of data from 
which that of interest must be isolated).
However, a completely different transform is available -  the wavelet transform -  
which solves these problems and is therefore inherently better suited to the 
applications we have discussed (although it has been little used in this context).
3.2 Wavelets
Again, only an intuitive introduction to wavelet concepts is given in this section, to 
highlight the differences when compared with other types of analysis. Further 
introductory material on wavelets in the context of signal analysis may be found in
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[Rioul & Vetterli 91] and [Graps 95] (also [ICronland-Martinet et al 87], [Kd'onland- 
M artinet 88] and [De Poli et al 91] deal with music in particular); more 
comprehensive treatments are available in [Kaiser 94] and [Combes et al 90].
The wavelet transform is based on a single function, often called the ‘mother wavelet’ 
or ‘analysing wavelet’, which satisfies certain well-defined admissibility conditions 
(these imply that the function has finite energy, and zero mean value). Also, the 
analysing wavelet is localised in both the frequency and time domains. Different 
shapes of analysing wavelet give rise to what are known as wavelet families. An input 
signal is decomposed into contributions from time-shifted and scaled versions of the 
analysing wavelet — thus this kind of analysis is often known as ‘time-scale’ rather 
than ‘time-frequency’. However, the concept of scale can be related to frequency: 
larger scale wavelets exist over longer periods of time and are related to lower 
frequencies; whereas smaller scale wavelets exist for shorter time periods, 
corresponding to higher frequencies. In this respect, the analysing wavelet can be 
thought of as a bandpass filter.
These points are illustrated in Figures 3.1 and 3.2 (where the x and y axes represent 
time and amplitude, respectively), generated by the author from the Daubechies 
family of wavelets [Daubechies 88]. Figure 3.1 shows the analysing wavelet at a small 
scale, shifted to three different points in time. Figure 3.2 shows the same wavelet at a 
larger scale, again shifted to three different points in time.
Thus, the wavelet transform performs a multiresolution analysis. At lai’ge scales better 
frequency resolution, but worse time resolution is achieved —  these wavelets 
correspond to bandpass filters with low centre frequency and narrow bandwidth, and 
represent features at larger time scales. Smaller levels of scale give better time 
resolution, but worse frequency resolution — these wavelets correspond to bandpass 
filters with high centre frequency and wide bandwidth, and represent transient features 
existing for only a short period of time.
Figure 3.1 -  Small scale DAUB4 wavelets.
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Figure 3.2 ~ Large scale DAUB4 wavelets.
Typically, the scale of the analysis decreases by a factor of two, so that successive 
levels aie associated with twice as many wavelets, each existing for half the time (and 
thus corresponding to double the frequency) of those in the previous level. This 
doubling in frequency results in a so-called constant Q analysis (the ratio of the centre 
frequency to the bandwidth in each level is constant). In addition, it produces a natural 
division of the frequency range into octaves, and in that sense the wavelet transform is 
well suited to analysis of musical signals.
Wavelet analysis generates similar information to the STFT about evolving frequency 
content, since each wavelet is associated with a complex coefficient from which phase 
and modulus values may be calculated. In addition, the original signal can be 
reconstmcted from these coefficients (and the analysing wavelet function). However, 
there are obvious differences, the most important of which are highlighted below.
• Wavelets are localised in time, whereas the sinusoids of Fourier 
analysis are not. This makes wavelet analysis particularly suitable 
for detecting shaip changes in signals. The time window chosen 
in the STFT restricts the type of features that will be highlighted 
in the analysis.
® The logarithmic division of the frequency scale in wavelet 
analysis is related to that carried out in the auditory system, and 
also to the musical scale. In the STFT, the time window dictates a 
linear frequency scale.
Further comparisons of wavelet analysis with the STFT can be found in [Rioul & 
Vetterli 91], [Graps 95] and [Strang 93].
The properties of wavelet analysis make it inherently suitable for analysis of musical 
audio in many ways. Also, the wavelet transforms which will be discussed can all be 
efficiently implemented. For these reasons, wavelets currently provide interesting
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possibilities for research, especially in the musical context (since it has been relatively 
under-studied). The main drawback is the octave decomposition of many wavelet 
transforms, which is obviously too coarse for many musical analyses. However, the 
choice of analysing wavelet is restricted only by the admissibility conditions, which 
raises the possibility of manipulating its properties for particular applications. This has 
given rise to a variety of wavelet families, and the next section discusses wavelets for 
musical analysis.
3.3 Musical Wavelets
One example of musical analysis is described in [Ki'onland-Martinet 88], where the 
analysing wavelet has two distinct peaks in its spectrum separated by an octave. 
Wavelet analysis of an audio segment consisting of two melodic lines played 
simultaneously then highlights points where two notes separated by an octave were 
played. Whilst this is an interesting example, a more general transform suited to 
highlighting various features in musical input is desirable.
Such observations have lead to the recent development of a semitone-based wavelet 
transform [Newland 93, 94A, 94B & 95] which effectively divides the frequency scale 
into bands, each encompassing a single note on the (equal tempered) musical scale. 
Although (due to the complexities of pitch perception and the subtleties of real 
musical instruments) it might be argued that there is no uniquely favourable division 
of the frequency scale into semitones, the theoretical development in the above papers 
is perhaps as close as can be hoped for.
The transform is also convenient in that an efficient implementation using the Fast 
Fourier Transform exists (but the result should not be confused with the Fourier 
analyses previously described). The Fourier transform of the input audio is first 
calculated, then the resulting coefficients are partitioned into semitone bands (subject 
to rounding errors) and an inverse Fourier Transform is calculated for each band. This 
results in a series of time varying complex wavelet coefficients for each semitone (a 
more detailed description of the algorithm and its implementation can be found in 
appendix B). Investigation of the phase plane has not been attempted in any depth (for 
the reasons discussed previously), and further analyses utilise only the modulus values 
calculated from the complex coefficients.
Figures 3.3 and 3.4 illustrate the type of wavelet analysis described above, applied to 
the audio examples of figures 1.1 and 1.2 (see appendix C for a note on the graphing 
technique used). The scale axis is divided into semitones as described (with lower 
frequencies towards the time axis), and the modulus values obtained from the complex
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coefficients are mapped onto dot densities. The whole time-frequency plane is shown, 
although subsequent figures will generally focus on the range of scales that are of 
interest.
Figure 3.3 -  Wavelet analysis of repeated rim-shots._________________
Figure 3.4 -  Wavelet analysis of french horn solo.
Figure 3.3 is typical of untuned percussion instruments in that the notes aie short but 
cover a wide range of frequencies, producing vertical bands in the transform. Such 
examples should be among the easiest for any onset detection method. The playing 
style and reverberant environment in the french horn example, on the other hand,
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result in notes that rise slowly and overlap considerably, making location of the note 
onsets difficult.
As would be expected, the increased frequency resolution of this transform dictates a 
lower time resolution. If the input signal contains N samples, the highest octave band 
contains N/4 coefficients and if this is divided into twelve semitone bands they will 
have an average of N/48 coefficients. Whilst this may be viewed as prohibitive in 
some applications, it can be seen that using a sample rate of 44.1 IcHz gives rise to an 
average time resolution of approximately 1 msec in the highest octave band (doubling 
for each successively lower octave). Such resolution in the context of musical analysis 
is perhaps not so bad when it is considered that, for example, a demi-semi-quaver (an 
eighth of one beat) at the fast tempo of 160 beats per minute lasts for some 47 msecs. 
A more detailed discussion of time resolution issues will be undertaken later, in the 
context of specific examples.
The other known drawback of this type of analysis can be observed in Figure 3.3: 
whilst the wavelets are strictly limited to their semitone bands in the frequency 
domain, they are less well localised in the time domain and some spreading of the 
energy in each hit is observable.
3.4 Auditory Representations
It has been described how several researchers have attempted to model the human 
auditory system, in the hope of subsequently modelling the higher level aspects of 
perception. However, the separation of low from high level processes which is 
promoted herein must be considered. Even if the auditory system could be precisely 
modelled up to the signal generated on the auditory nerve, interpretation of that signal 
(as usually carried out by the brain) is still required. It is for this reason that an 
alternative approach has often been employed. The idea is to use observations of the 
auditory system’s characteristics to transfomi the time-frequency plane prior to further 
analysis. This should result in the perceptually salient features being enhanced.
Such an approach is described in [Wang & Shamma 95], which notes that it is 
uncertain how features ai'e extracted from the time-frequency plane at higher levels. It 
is also stated that the division of the frequency scale is well modelled by a wavelet 
transform. This is also pursued in [Brookes et al 96], which explains how the 
bandwidth of each division on the frequency scale should be proportional to its centre 
frequency, although the auditory system’s division is not so precisely logarithmic 
(tending towards linearity at lower frequencies). The paper also notes that the auditory
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decibels = 20 log ' A '10 vA)7
in which is the amplitude of some reference sound. However [Stevens 55] notes 
that equal decibel increments do not, in practice, appear to correspond to equal 
loudness increments. This observation led to the development of the sone scale to 
explain experimental observations. Loudness in sones is expressed as
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system is not equally sensitive to all frequencies, and some measure of this should be 
incorporated into the analysis.
3.5 Adopted Method
The modulus values derived from Newland’s semitone-based wavelet transform have 
been adopted as the basis for further analyses. This is primaiily because the transform 
is ideally suited to the current work, but has not been used in any practical 
applications. The division of the frequency scale approximates that of the auditory 
system (and can be based on semitones), and it would seem reasonable to apply some 
of the other observations which have been made on auditory perception.
For example, a weighting could be applied to each semitone level, based on its centre 
frequency, to emphasise features that occur in frequency ranges where auditory 
sensitivity is high. Many researchers have attempted to derive such a measure 
experimentally, so that tones at different frequencies could be weighted such that they 
would be judged equally loud. [Stevens 72] presents a frequency weighting function 
derived by combining the results of a large number of such studies, and an 
approximation of this, extrapolated to the low and high frequency regions not covered 
in the studies, has been applied to the modulus plane (a detailed description is given in 
Appendix B). This is similar to the method adopted in [Brookes et al 96], although 
that only involved emphasising the most important region of the spectrum.
Loudness judgements are complicated by many other factors such as duration, 
masking, and so on ([Moore 82] explains many such phenomena), making the 
application of a simple weighting function to complex sounds problematic. However, 
the aim here is not to exert precise control over the perceived loudness of a complex 
sound, but merely to apply some measure of the relative sensitivity of the auditory 
system at different frequencies, so as to improve the psychoacoustic relevance of the 
transform.
Another factor which could be taken into account is the relationship between 
amplitude and perceived loudness. This has traditionally been expressed via the 
decibel scale as
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sones =
where ^ is a constant dependent on units used. However, Stevens also notes that the 
form of the spectrum affects the perceived loudness, so that measuring the loudness of 
a complex sound is not straightforward. Such difficulties persist in this area ([Moore 
82] includes a discussion), but in seeking some perceptually relevant transformation to 
map the modulus values to a scale more closely related to loudness, those above are 
the best candidates.
figure 3.5 -  Figure 3.3, with frequency weighting and decibel scale applied.
^igure 3.6 -  Figure 3.3, with frequency weighting and sone scale applied.
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Figures 3.5 to 3.8 show these techniques applied to the rim-shot and french horn 
examples. Transformations based on both the decibel and sone scales have been 
implemented, and both are shown for comparison (further detail on the methods used 
can be found in Appendix B ) .  In all cases, the significant parts of the plane are 
emphasised and some of the noise evident in the originals disappears (the spreading 
previously evident in Figure 3.3 is also overcome to some extent). Later examples will 
show that the auditory transformations applied to the time-frequency plane also 
improve the results of further analyses.
Figure 3.7 -  Figure 3.4, with frequency weighting and decibel scale applied.
ugure 3.8 -  Figure 3.4, with frequency weighting and sone scale applied.
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3.6 In Summary...
The poor time localisation and inappropriate division of the frequency scale in Fourier 
analysis imply that it is not well suited to analysis of music for time-domain structure. 
The wavelet transform provides localisation in both the time and frequency domains, 
but traditional methods have involved decomposition into octaves, which is too coarse 
for musical analyses. Newland’s haimonic wavelets overcome this problem, and have 
been adopted as the most suitable time-frequency decomposition for the current work. 
In addition, perceptually motivated transformation of the modulus values has been 
applied to enhance the significant features in the plane. The main drawback in using 
this transform is its relatively poor time resolution, however the next chapter will 
show that successful analyses of the time-frequency plane for onsets can be 
undertaken in spite of this.
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Chapter 4 
Onset Detection
4.1 Observing Onsets
The use of time-frequency decompositions has enabled studies of the detailed 
structure of various types of sound. In [Grey 75], 16 individual notes from assorted 
woodwind, brass and string instruments were analysed. Observation of the onsets 
shows that all of the strong partials commence within around 40 msecs of the first. 
However, it is also reported that the duration of attack can vary with pitch, player and 
instrument, maldng it difficult to model the situation with any generality.
[Pollard & Jansson 82] quote a wider range of times for duration of the starting 
transient before the steady state of the note (5 up to 350 msecs), and because many 
instruments can exhibit long attacks, it must not be assumed that the onset is 
necessarily very sudden. This work also notes that it is likely that the brain finds 
overall feature changes during onsets (rather than inteipreting detailed information 
from a range of frequency bands). This would appear to support earlier comments on 
the problems associated with automating such per frequency band analyses. In 
addition, it is mentioned that some comparison between the transient and steady state 
parts of a note should enable detection of the change.
These are the basic observations which have motivated the adopted change detection 
method, and the features being described can be seen in the french horn and rim-shot 
examples of figures 4.1 and 4.2. These figures show identically sized areas of the 
time-frequency plane (51 semitone bands, 128 msecs duration) on the decibel scale. 
The percussion example (figure 4.1) has many scale levels increasing rapidly in 
energy at almost the same instant, and shows that the events to be detected may be
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Having arrived at a suitable time-frequency decomposition, the issue of how to detect 
the locations of onsets can now be addressed. Rather than seeking to model any 
particular type of onset, the common characteristics of the various Idnds of change to 
be detected are explained. These suggest a method of change detection which is then 
described in detail.
.. . ■
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very short and without clear harmonic structure. The french horn example (figure 4.2) 
exhibits partials which start slowly over some finite period of time, and also includes a 
small amount o f the kind o f overlap which must often be overcome. Such ringing may 
arise due to environmental reverberation or the characteristics o f the instrument. 
Whilst these examples are by no means exhaustive, they illustrate extreme cases o f the 
kind of onsets to be detected.
Figure 4.2 -  French horn onset.dgure 4.1 -  Rim-shot onset.
Although the onsets above are shown in isolation, and only cases with a single  
melodic line (monophonic) have been discussed, some degree o f background noise or 
other sound may be present. Therefore, in addition to highlighting onsets in the 
presence o f overlapping partials, the measure o f change should be as resistant as 
possible to such continuous interference. Given these observations on the nature o f  
note onsets, the following cases o f potential transition types are defined.
• One note sounds at a time, with perceived gaps between notes.
• One note sounds at a time, but with a legato playing style so that 
as one note ends another seamlessly begins.
• Notes ring out and overlap, so that a number o f notes may be 
sounding at any one time. This begins to approach the complexity 
o f the polyphonic case, the main sim plification being that 
different instruments are not playing the same note at the same 
time. It will not be true, for example, that note offsets occur in the
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same order as onsets — since softer notes are likely to have 
shorter durations than louder ones of the same nominal length. f
Of course, the above classification refers to transitions between two notes -  all three 
could potentially occur in the same piece and in the context of different attack 
characteristics. Also, environmental factors can be important, and the examples shown 
previously have illustrated how reverberation obscures gaps between notes in many 
real situations.
4,2 Highlighting Change
Before describing the adopted method of change detection formally, the concept is 
explained in the context of the onsets depicted in figures 4.1 and 4.2. Given some 
point in time (denoted by a vertical line on the time frequency plane), windows of 
modulus values before and after are compared for any change. Figure 4.3 shows the 
situation at approximately the onset time of the single rim-shot hit. The thicker central 
line denotes the point in time in question, whilst the dashed boxes either side represent 
the windows to be compared. It is evident that a comparison of the two adjacent 
windows would show a peak in their difference at the onset (if they were to be moved 
horizontally across the whole plane). Figure 4.4 illustrates how a peak in difference is 
also likely to occur for less percussive onsets, and also includes a second pair of 
windows located in the steady state portion of the second note (where it is apparent 
that a near zero difference should occur). Although not made explicit in the diagrams, 
it should be obvious that (as long as the measure of difference used is symmetric) 
many offsets will also be highlighted by such a method. This is not viewed as a 
deficiency, and will be discussed later.
Implementation of this idea requires both a measure of what is taking place in each of 
the rectangular windows, and a way of comparing these. The first step is to divide the 
modulus plane (along the time axis) into a series of vectors, each constituting a slice 
through the plane at the highest time resolution. A way of compaiing ai’eas of the time 
frequency plane, based on this vector representation, was described by the author in 
[Tait 95]. That technique is inappropriate in this context, however, as it takes account 
of detailed timing information when calculating the similarity. Based on the previous 
discussion of onsets (and the example in figure 4.4), it is evident that there is no need 
to take account of exactly when a partial started -  only how prominent it was during 
the window. Detailed timing information is therefore not used at this stage and an 
average vector, calculated from those in each window, is sufficient to highlight 
change.
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^igure 4.3 -  Detecting the rim-shot onset. igure 4.4 -  Onset and steady state.
I Ij
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Quantifying the change between two such vectors has been considered by several 
workers. [Gray & Market 76] investigate the relative merits of a number of distance 
measures when applied to different types of spectra, in the context of speech 
recognition. Meanwhile, [Plomp 76] describes the use of the Euclidean distance to 
determine the similarity of musical tones and vowel sounds. Before describing this 
work in detail, we will establish some notational conventions. The plane of modulus 
values is divided into vectors, each constituting a slice through the plane at the highest 
time resolution. If semitone bands 1 to are being considered, and two N  element 
vectors L  and R  (representing the averages in the left and right windows above) have 
been calculated, then
represents the Euclidean distance between them. Plomp used spectra obtained from a 
perceptually-inspired third octave filter bank (with a decibel scale), producing 15- or 
18-dimensional vectors, and then attempted to map the sounds into a timbrai space of 
reduced dimensionality. It was noted that the dissimilarities predicted by the 
Euclidean distance were in close correspondence with results obtained from listening 
tests.
Plomp also explains that the Euclidean distance is a special case of Minkowski’s 
measure which, in the notation above, would be defined as
i
Ï
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Minkowski{L, R, p) -
V fc=i
This raises the question of whether there is a more suitable value for p . As Plomp 
notes, setting p > 1 implies that the greatest difference amongst the spectral 
components is most important (since it will be emphasised); whereas setting p  — l 
implies that the number of components with significant differences is more important. 
Although the results most closely corresponding to the listening tests were obtained 
with some unspecified p > 2, it is noted that the value was not very critical and p - 2  
was chosen.
The derivation of a suitable similarity measure would allow the retrieval of sounds 
from a database by simply providing some existing sound resembling that required. 
The above technique was investigated in this context in [Feiten & Gunzel 93], in 
which listening test results were again compared with those obtained using the above 
similarity measure. However, the experiment also measured the effect of using 
different loudness scales (amplitude, decibel and sone) and various values of p . 
Interestingly, the results most closely corresponded to those in the listening tests when 
the sone scale and a value of p  = 5 were used.
Before considering some concrete examples, a function which would implement the 
onset detection method described above (that of comparing adjacent windows) is 
defined. Minkowski's measure is used to compare the average vectors, and the kth  
element of the average vector obtained from scale levels 1 to N  between times q and 
2^ (inclusive) is defined as
2^ -  fj +  1
Although semitone levels in the wavelet analysis have different time resolutions, a 
rectangular grid (with time units at the highest resolution) is superimposed to ease the 
expression of calculations, and M^ f. is the modulus value at time t in semitone level k
of this grid. In implementation, the redundancy introduced by decreasing time 
resolution can be exploited to improve the efficiency of some algorithms. Now, the 
vector distance at some time t, calculated from windows to the left and right of sizes 
I and r time units, with an increment of i time units between the end of the left 
window and the start of the right, and using exponent p in Minkowski's measure, is 
expressed as
vector distance {t. I, r,i,p) = Minkowski[avg{t -  /, r),avg{t + i,t-v i + r),p)
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This equation is introduced as it generalises the idea described previously, and 
provides a common notation in which the various methods that were investigated can 
be presented.
4.3 Derivation of Method
In this section, the derivation o f a measure o f change based on the above observations 
concerning onsets and audio similarity measures is described. The various methods 
which were tested are shown, as are the effects o f using different loudness scales and 
different values o f p .
Figures 4.5 and 4.6 show the results o f calculating the Euclidean distance between 
adjacent vectors in Figures 4.1 and 4.2 (see appendix C for a note on the graphing 
technique). In other words: the vector distance is calculated (for each possible t) with 
/ = 1 and r  = 1 (single vector w indow s), i = 1 (adjacent w indow s), and p  — 2 
(Euclidean distance).
Figures 4.5 and 4.6 -  Rim-shot and french horn with / = 1, r = l ,  / = 1, p = 2
fe>
The interspersed zeros occur because there is sometimes no energy in the signal at the 
levels o f highest time resolution, so that there is no difference between adjacent 
vectors. Although the onsets do produce peaks, the anticipated offset peaks are hard to 
distinguish. In general, this measure is too sensitive to fleeting change and results in 
too many spurious peaks.
To overcom e this, larger values o f i were investigated. These give a measure o f  
change over larger time scales and result in fewer spurious peaks (whilst occasionally 
highlighting onsets which would be missed by the previous method). Figures 4.7 and
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4.8 show the results of increasing i to approximately 30 msecs in the above examples. 
The onset and offset of the rim-shot are now clear, but the french horn example would 
still be difficult to inteipret.
The remaining problem is that of detecting more gradual change, such as occurs when 
notes with a relatively long attack time are played in a reverberant environment. These 
changes are not registered by the methods already described because a single vector 
(i.e. a time slice of 0.7 msec) does not adequately represent the more extended 
character of a note — to capture such information, longer time periods must be 
considered.
Figures 4.7 and 4.8 -  Rim-shot and french horn with 1 = 1, r = l ,  i = 30, p  = 2
4
Figures 4.9 and 4.10 -  Rim-shot and french horn with 1 = 30, r  = 30, i = l, p = 2
Figures 4.9 and 4.10 show the results obtained by using adjacent windows of 22 
msecs. The longer windows are representative of the state of the time-frequency plane 
over some period of time, so that more gradual change is noticed. The french horn
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example now exhibits a clear peak at the onset position, with a lesser one at 
approximately the location of the offset of the previous note. From figure 4.9, 
however, it is clear that peaks can be widened and somewhat smoothed by this 
technique — as it happens, this simplifies their automatic detection (as described in 
the next section). However, it will become apparent that there is a trade off between 
window size and detection accuracy -  shorter windows can detect events more 
precisely, but the resulting peaks may be much harder to detect, and there will be 
more spurious peaks.
The use of longer windows with a gap between them (that is, a higher value of i) was 
not found to be useful, since the results are not greatly improved and there is the 
added problem of precisely locating the onset in the gap.
4.10, but using sone loudness scale.igures 4.11 and 4.12 -  As figures 4.9 anc
Figures 4.13 and 4.14 -  As figures 4.11 and 4.12, but with p  = 5.
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For comparison. Figures 4.11 and 4.12 involved the same parameters as the previous 
two figures, but with modulus values first mapped to the sone (rather than the decibel) 
scale. It can be seen that the peaks are slightly more defined, though there is not a vast 
difference (the results presented in §6.3.1.2 and §E.1.2 illustrate this further).
Finally, the similarity method found to be best in [Feiten & Gunzel 93] was used to 
compare adjacent windows in Figures 4.13 and 4.14. It is evident that the higher value 
of p  emphasises peaks even more; although, again, the effect is not marked.
A question which has not yet been tackled is that of repeated notes. These will 
generally be accompanied by a new attack (that is, an increase in energy which will be 
detected as a change), or will be preceded by a short gap (which will also be detected). 
Further examples will be given in a later chapter, and can also be found in [Tait & 
Findlay 95 & 96].
4.4 Peak Detection
As in [Basseville 88], a 2 stage process is employed: the generation of a change 
indicating signal (like those above) is separated from the monitoring of that signal to 
select changes which aie of interest. This means that, for example, although the focus 
here is on detecting onsets, inspection of the results of the change detection for other 
types of transition could be envisaged. The remaining task, then, is the design of rules 
that can be used to analyse the kind of graphs shown in the previous section. This 
process is further decomposed into 2 stages: the detection of peaks and the selection 
of those peaks which correspond to onsets.
W hilst it might be expected that there would be much existing work on peak 
detection, that seems not to be the case. A discussion can be found in [Kiisto & Enke
89], which considers the real-time detection of peaks in mass spectrograms. As 
explained therein, many methods are proprietaiy and unavailable for evaluation. It 
also emerges that the best method is often highly application-specific (for example, 
what distinguishes spurious peaks, how peaks are compared and how thresholds are 
set will vary).
As it happens, it has been unnecessaiy to resort to elaborate peak detection methods, 
because (as may have been observed in the previous section) the slowly-moving time 
windows, in combination with the averaging process utilised in calculating the vector 
distance, result in peaks that rise and fall smoothly. Such peaks are easily detected by 
simply locating points at which a series of successive increases is followed by a series 
of successive decreases. In addition, the relevant peaks generally dominate and 
spurious peaks are easily disregarded.
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The method involves 3 parameters: peak_thresh, m in_ len  and peak_reqd. If 
calculation of the vector distance for all possible points in time results in a function V 
mapping the points in time l.,N  to their respective distances, then V is traversed and 
all points in time t. found such that the following conditions aie met.
* y(r,.)*100> peak_thresh (the distance is above a percentage 
threshold).
® If peaks are found at times labelled q to tp, then 
minjten (for all i such that \ < i < P ) .  In other 
words, peaks must be separated by at least m in_len  (which 
corresponds to the minimum note length in onset detection).
Clusters containing a series of peaks, each sepai ated by less than 
min_len, are resolved by selecting the highest amplitude peak.
® for all j  such that
1 < j  < peak_reqd, t~  j>  I, and t + j < N .  This means that a 
peak must be preceded by sufficiently many successive increases, 
and followed by sufficiently many successive decreases.
Peak detection is aided by plotting the distance without the root applied in 
Minkowski’s measure. This is illustrated in Figures 4.15 and 4.16, which show the 
same results as Figures 4.13 and 4.14, without the root applied. Peaks are greatly 
emphasised, and the dashes on the x axis indicate peak positions found by setting 
peak_thresh=3, min_len~lO, and peak_reqd~lO. Appropriate parameter settings for 
more realistic examples will be discussed in due course.
Figures 4.15 and 4.16 -  Peak detection in figures 4.13 and 4.14 (no root applied).
Ï
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Finally, peak detection was aided in the cases presented later by smoothing the vector 
distance function. This was accomplished by averaging a number of adjacent values at 
each point in the function. The number of adjacent values averaged is referred to as 
the smoothing window.
4.5 Categorising Change
Given a peak in the distance function, there are several possibilities; it may correspond 
to a note onset, an offset, or may have arisen from some variation occurring within a 
note or another interfering source. As shown in figure 4.15, offsets can produce 
significant peaks, thus eliminating the possibility of simply considering a peak's 
height. Rather, the time-frequency plane must be analysed in the vicinity of the peak 
position, to decide whether or not the highlighted change was indeed an onset.
For example, figure 4.17 shows another part of the modulus plane of the french horn 
piece from which the single onset in figure 4.2 was taken (lasting 348 msecs). The 
central onset peak is followed by a large peak corresponding to the offset of the 
previous note, and is preceded by several spurious peaks. Other possibilities are onsets 
after silence, offsets before silence and coincident onsets/offsets.
ngure 4.17 -  Spurious, onset and offset peaks.
Verification of onsets is accomplished by verifying that a subset of semitone bands 
exhibited a significant (and sustained) increase in energy, during the time bounded by 
the analysis windows from which the vector distance was calculated. Two methods 
will be considered: for each semitone band, either the point in time as indicated by the
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peak location, or the point in time at which the difference between an earlier and a 
later average is maximised can be found. The latter technique was investigated since it 
was observed that partials did not, in general, commence simultaneously. Given the 
semitone band averages to the left and right of the chosen point in the time-frequency 
plane (left_avg and right_avg), a partial onset is noted if the later average and the 
percentage change are both above some thresholds {bandjthresh and change ^ thresh). 
That is, the band is deemed a commencing partial if the following conditions are met.
® right_avg > bandjthresh
righ t_avg-le ft_avg  ,  ^  ,hange_thresh
leftjUvg
(if leftj,avg~0, then the change is assumed above threshold as long 
as the first condition has been met)
The peak is then categorised as a note onset if sufficiently many partials commence in 
its vicinity (thus a third pai'ameter, numjpartials is introduced).
If partial onset times have been calculated for each level, a set of different onset times 
will result. In this case, the note onset time is taken to be the time of maximum 
difference associated with the band containing most energy (that is, with the greatest 
value of right^avg). This was used, after an average of the partial onset times was 
found to be too skewed by late-starting partials. On the other hand, if peak position is 
used throughout, that is used as the note onset time.
"igures 4.18 and 4.19 -  Detected onsets from figures 4.1 and 4.2.
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Again, demonstration of this technique applied to a large number of examples is 
deferred until a later chapter. For now, figures 4.18 and 4.19 show the onset positions 
(as vertical lines) located from figures 4.1 and 4.2, using the vector distance as 
calculated in figures 4.15 and 4.16 (overlaid on the time-frequency plane). These 
results were both achieved with parameter settings of change_thresh-% 0% , 
bandjthresh -0.1, and num_partials =1. These settings imply that a small number of 
relatively rapidly increasing partials are required, and the effect of other settings will 
be investigated more fully later.
4.6 What Next?
This chapter has described a change detecting measure based on vector distance, 
which has been applied to the time-frequency plane derived from the wavelet 
transform. It has been shown how this can be used to highlight onsets, in conjunction 
with a method of categorising the kind of event taking place at each peak of change. 
Having arrived at this technique, several crucial issues must be addressed. For 
example, which parameter settings and loudness scale give the best results for various 
types of input? Can these be set so as to provide acceptable results over a range of 
inputs, or does each example have its own best parameters? An intermediate case may 
be that the possible inputs can be partitioned into families, each of which is associated 
with a single parameter set. A user would then only be required to select which family 
an input should be associated with, rather than adjust individual parameters. This is 
important, since any application of the method will be most useful if it performs well 
without requiring a large number of parameters to be adjusted.
These issues can only be resolved by the observation of the method when applied to a 
suitable range of inputs, and the design of such an experiment is the subject of the 
next chapter.
%.1
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Chapter 5 
Experimental Design
It was commented in chapter 2 that there are no standard benchmark tests for any of 
the various types of musical analyses that researchers have sought to automate. This is 
in contrast to the field of speech recognition, for example, where there aie a number of 
large databases of pre-recorded speech. This means that new techniques can be 
evaluated in the context of various speakers and types of utterance, and their 
performance against other published methods considered.
The different goals of onset detection, pitch detection, automatic transcription, 
auditory scene analysis, and so on almost certainly imply different experimental 
designs. Whilst this chapter will focus on the testing of onset detection methods, it is 
hoped that the approach suggested could also be applied in other areas.
5.1 Assembling Test Cases
This section considers the design of an (idealised) set of test cases for audio analysis, 
before discussing the implementation of a concrete experiment.
In seeking to apply principles of experimental design, we must consider the range of 
possible inputs, and the potential sources of variability in those inputs. Musical and 
non-musical examples will be considered separately, as will the monophonic and 
polyphonic cases. Monophonic musical examples have been the focus of this and 
much other work, and the stmcture inherent in such examples aids in the design of a 
suitable set of test cases. The extension to other more complex types of input can then 
be considered.
5.1.1 Monophonic Musical Examples
The inputs in this category have only a single instrument playing one note at any 
given time. It is unrealistic to disallow reverberation, so notes may overlap, but not 
more than one note should be played at a given instant. Thus, environmental (or 
instramental) reverberation may be present, but there will be no chords (for example). 
The experiment should include a range of instruments and, to facilitate comparison, a 
performance of the same piece should be recorded for each one. The instrument can
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be viewed as one variable (for which the selection of values will be discussed shortly), 
and the piece must be composed and performed so as to also include a range of 
possibilities for each of the following.
® Pitch -  an appropriate sampling of each instrument's range 
(including extremely low and high notes) should be included. Of 
course, this will vary for each instrument -  implying that some 
elements of the piece may be instrument-dependent.
* Interval -  both ascending and descending should be considered: 
the most important are likely to be the octave, the semitone 
(microtones are not considered), and repeated notes.
® Note length -  runs of extremely short notes are likely to pose 
greatest difficulty, but a variety should be tested.
® Attack time -  many instruments can be played so as to produce a 
wide range of attack times. Since slower onsets are likely to be 
harder to detect, these should be included in any experiment.
® Offset time -  this is harder to specify, and the form of note offsets 
will generally also be dependent on the degree of reverberation.
® Degree of overlap -  given that reverberation cannot be avoided, 
the effect of the resulting overlaps must be investigated,
® Dynamics -  it is possible that a quiet note following a louder one 
may be drowned out. To investigate such issues, the dynamics of 
the piece should indicate a range of such cases.
® Modulation -  some instruments can be played so as to produce 
frequency or amplitude modulation within notes. This is common 
in music, and must be considered.
® Transition type -  finally, a number of possibilities may exist for 
the type of transition between two notes. The simplest are likely 
to be with a gap, or following immediately, but glissandi (with 
pitch gliding smoothly from that of the first to that of the second 
note) and others may be possible.
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® Idiophones -  these instruments are made of sonorous material, 
and are mainly percussion instruments such as bells, gongs,
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Ideally, a range of possible values should be investigated for each variable (some of 
which are suggested above), such that performance is demonstrated for a range of 
possibilities -  including extreme cases.
The variable with perhaps the greatest degree of freedom is probably the instrument 
itself. A range must be chosen which includes sufficiently different kinds of sounds, 
and is far-reaching enough so that it allows any results to be properly assessed in the 
greater musical context. Instruments which utilise different mechanisms for producing 
notes tend to have distinct sounds, and a categorisation based on method of sound 
production has long been used by musicologists [Diagram 76]. This could serve as a 
guide to the selection of an appropriate set of test instruments.
The classification contains five families, as described below (these are also sub­
divided, and the most important distinctions aie indicated).
* Chordophones -  sound is produced by vibrating strings, which 
can be bowed, plucked or struck (for example: violin, guitar and 
piano).
® Aerophones -  vibrating air produces their sound, and this 
category includes a wide range of instruments such as the flute, 
whistle, clarinet, oboe, trumpet, mouth organ and bagpipes.
rattles and so on.
• Membranophones -  sound from these instruments is made by a 
vibrating membrane, and they are mostly drums.
® Electrical/Mechanical -  this is somewhat of a modern catch-all, 
and is much less cohesive (including electric guitai's, synthesisers, 
and so on).
With the possible exception of the final category, it can be seen how a sampling of the 
instruments in the various families could be achieved. This should cover all 
categories, whilst also representing the variety of instruments within each group. The 
last category contains a potentially limitless variety of sounds, and what constitute 
relevant examples may depend on the application. This does not mean, however, that 
potentially problematic synthetic timbres should be ignored.
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Finally, it should be noted that not all of the variables specified above may be relevant 
to a given instrument -  this is paiticularly obvious in the case of drums, for example.
5.1.2 Monophonic Non-Musical Examples
Having defined the monophonic musical case as above, the remaining types of 
monophonic example must now be considered.
There are various kinds of analyses which have been applied to speech, but it is 
evident that a set of test cases could not be defined in the above terms. However, what 
is known about its structure and method of production do allow the considered design 
of experiments involving a range of speakers and utterances (for example). Thus, it 
becomes apparent that in order to design test cases which span some type of input, we 
must have some prior knowledge about the way in which that input arises and its 
likely internal stmcture. This allows the specification of variables to be investigated, 
and defines the kind of inputs which must be considered. Such specification is also 
what allows the design of analytical algorithms -  observation of onsets motivated the 
detection method described in the previous chapter, and speech processing generally 
exploits the restriction to a limited domain.
Given the necessity of characterisation, only monophonic inputs which can be
expressed in terms of the classification in the previous section will be considered
'herein. This does not mean that all inputs must necessarily be 'musical' in any 
traditional sense. As in the case of dmms, there may be no notion of pitch or interval, 
and there is no requirement for any rhythmic structure. The examples which will be 
included can be thought of as containing a series of events, whose onset times are to 
be found.
5.1.3 Polyphonic Examples
This category can be thought of as containing sounds that are mixtures of at least 2 
others. If an experiment is to be designed involving polyphonic inputs, detailed 
classification must again be considered.
One such example arises in [Cooke 91], where the aim was to specify the kind of 
intrusive sources to be dealt with in a system to separate speech from other sounds. It 
has already been described how test cases for speech may be derived. The interfering 
sounds contained both monophonic and polyphonic examples, and were characterised 
on the degree to which they were wide- or narrow-hand, continuous or interrupted, 
and structured or unstructured. This allowed the construction of a set of test cases 
which were sufficiently wide-ranging, according to the classification used.
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A similarly constructed set of test cases appears in [Arcelo 95], which investigated 
mixtures of sinusoids and white noise. The well-defined nature of the inputs allowed 
precise control over sinusoid frequency, signal to noise ratio, and so on. This was 
carried out in the context of different parameter sets, thus allowing the effect of 
various parameters to be quantified.
More general mixtures may consist of an arbitrary number of monophonic lines -  in 
any case, the components must be specified in some detailed way (as above) before an 
experiment can be designed. Of course, the mixture itself will have some properties 
which must also be considered. These are likely to depend on the exact application 
and technique under consideration, however the following may arise in a musical 
context.
® If melodic lines are to be followed, do they cross (in pitch), 
contain notes starting at the same instant, or involve unisons?
® To what extent do the harmonics of overlapping notes coincide?
® Are non-harmonic timbres, such as drums, to be considered?
An example of such specification (in [Moorer 75]) has already been encountered -  
duets of 2 monophonic lines were considered, with restrictions on timbre and degree 
of harmonic overlap.
5.1.4 Derivation of Experiment
§5.1.1 described the form which, ideally, a set of test cases for an onset detection 
method should take, and we must now consider how a practical set of test cases is to 
be constructed. These should be manageable, whilst convincingly spanning a range of 
input types (in the context of the identified variables).
The composition of a single piece which could both be played on many instruments 
and include a range of possibilities for each of the variables specified would be very 
difficult. Even if this could be arranged, the change of a single vaiiable whilst holding 
the others fixed would be difficult to arrange in many cases, as well as requiring a 
large number of recordings to be made. Finally, what constitutes the desired onset 
times would be difficult to control and specify, in the context of real performances. 
The author has previously addressed these issues in [Tait & Findlay 95], which 
presented tests using an earlier incarnation of the onset detection method of chapter 4. 
The set of variables to be investigated was reduced to interval, transition type, 
harmonic complexity, attack time, and combined offset time/degree o f overlap.
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Further, the possible values for each of the variables was reduced. For example, the 
test piece was very simple, containing notes of the same length, a small number of 
intervals (including repeated notes) and two transition types (following immediately 
or with a gap). Two waveforms were used (square and sinusoidal), giving two 
extremes of harmonic complexity. These were recorded from a synthesiser, which 
allowed attack time to be varied precisely -  nine combinations of three attack times 
(immediate, medium and very long) and three offset types (ending immediately, or 
overlapping by approximately one or two note lengths) were considered for each 
waveform. The notes were triggered from a MIDI sequencer, which would allow the 
desired onset times to be specified and compared with the results.
That experiment showed that detectable peaks could be produced, even in the 
presence of slow attacks and overlapping notes. However, it was lacking in its 
coverage of variables and, more importantly, in its timbrai diversity. A set of 
instrument timbres has therefore been derived which spans the categorisation in the 
previous chapter. The sounds were again recorded from a synthesiser (so that actual 
onset times could be ascertained easily), and table 5.1 lists those used, along with their 
classification.
Table 5.1 -  Test case timbres.
Piano
Cello
Chordophone, struck_______
Chordophone, bowed
Muted Guitar Chordophone, plucked
Pipe Organ 
Flute
Aerophone
Aerophone, blow hole
Saxophone Aerophone, single reed
Oboe Aerophone, double reed
French Horn Aerophone, cup mouthpiece
Marimba Idiophone__________ _______
Steel Drum
Timpani Membranophone
Distorted Guitar Electrical/Mechanical
A test piece was then designed, which included a range of different intervals (this is 
shown in Figure 5.1). Larger intervals are easily detected by the vector distance
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method, so that the important ones to include are a repeated note and a single 
semitone (also, the method’s symmetry means that identical ascending and descending 
intervals need not be included). Renditions of the piece were included for the drums in 
the above table, but a pattern consisting of more usual drum sounds was also used.
To investigate the effect of transition type, the piece was recorded in both staccato and 
legato style for each instrument (except the two idiophones, which did not produce 
long enough notes). These styles were imitated by making the notes half of their full 
length, and sustaining until the start of the following note, respectively.
rigure 5.1 -  Test piece.
In order to limit the number of test cases, some of the variables were investigated by 
factoring them out from the main experiment. For example, note length is not of 
critical importance except when very short notes are considered. Therefore, rather 
than burden the experiment with different note lengths for each interval, transition 
style and instrument, a test was conducted to verify that the effect would be as 
expected for one instrument. This technique was also used to demonstrate the effect of 
frequency modulation (vibrato), amplitude modulation (tremolo), extremely low 
notes, dynamic variation, glissandi and reverberation.
5.1.5 Testing Other Analyses
Although we have focused on onset detection thus far, the principles of experimental 
design which have been derived ought to extend to other types of musical analyses 
(and other kinds of audio input). That said, the restrictions placed on the inputs will 
vary depending on the application. For example: in pitch recognition, whilst the same 
variables should almost certainly be investigated, there is little point in considering 
unpitched inputs.
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5.2 Assessing the Results
Given a set of test cases, how the results are to be quantified and compared must be 
specified in advance. This involves establishing what the desired results are at the 
outset, so that the actual results may be assessed.
5.2.1 Evaluating an Onset Detection Method
Even for onset detection, the task of assessing results is not as simple as it might at 
first seem. For each input, the onset times which ai’e subsequently to be automatically 
detected must be known. However, these may depend on the application into which 
the automated procedure is to be introduced. For example, a user of a graphical editing 
system will employ a combination of visual feedback, audition and experience in 
trimming some sound to the start of a note (for example). However, this may not 
coincide with the exact time at which a sound is perceived  to commence. [Vos & 
Rasch 81] have investigated this idea, and it is also discussed in [Gordon 84]. 
Basically, there is a delay between the arrival of the first vibrations of a note, and its 
perception as a note onset. The quantification of this delay, and the derivation of an 
onset detection method based on its observation, is discussed in the above works. 
Such observations imply that, if the technique under consideration is intended to 
mimic human performance, then criteria must be used which allow fair comparison 
(taking any such factors into account).
It has been stated that precise replication of psychological phenomena is not the aim 
of the current work, so that the results of listening tests are not required for evaluation 
of the method. However, what will be viewed as the correct onset times must be 
established, as must some way of assessing the actual results. This is achieved by 
triggering the notes of the test piece from a MIDI sequencer, so that their onset times 
can be calculated given the tempo and observed time of the first onset (observing the 
first onset overcomes any consistent delay which may be present in the system). The 
individual and average differences between the expected and resulting onset times can 
then be derived.
5.2.2 Evaluating Other Analyses
Analogous complications will arise when assessing the results of other types of 
analyses. Pitch, for example, is very much a perceived phenomenon, so that 
knowledge of the pitch which would be perceived by a human listener must be 
employed when pitch recognition results are being evaluated. In addition, there are a 
number of examples of sounds which appear' to have a pitch, but without the usual
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5.3 Conclusions
It is felt that little consideration has thus far been given to the process of testing the 
various kinds of musical analyses which researchers have sought to automate. Whilst 
every possibility cannot be considered, there is sufficient structure in the domain of 
music that a set of test cases can be methodically constructed. The type of inputs 
spanned by the test cases can then be demonstrated, and the broader relevance of the 
results assessed.
This chapter has focused on how this process can be applied (in the context of onset 
detection) to the domain of monophonic musical inputs, and given indications of how 
it may be applied to evaluating other kinds of analyses.
The next chapter presents the results obtained using the onset detection method of 
chapter 4 on the test data developed in §5.1.1.
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harmonic structure. These were utilised in [Meddis & Hewitt 91], which describes a 
pitch recogniser producing the same results as a human listener would for several such 
cases. ’
Chapter 6 
Results
This chapter presents the results o f applying the onset detection method of chapter 4  
to the test cases described in §5.1.1. It should be noted that all o f the test cases used 
are included on a CD which accompanies this thesis (Appendix F gives a track 
listing).
6.1 The Experimental Timbres
The test piece of Figure 5.1 was recorded at a tempo of 122 beats per minute, using 
voices from a Yamaha SY22 synthesiser, as listed in table 6.1. Where suitable presets 
were not available, custom voices were designed, the parameters o f which are given in 
Appendix A. The results are presented in alphabetical order, in pairs o f legato and 
staccato styles (where applicable). The staccato style involved notes o f half a beat 
length, with gaps o f the same length between, whereas the legato style notes were a 
full beat long. Some of these cases were unnaturally difficult for the analysis, since 
real instruments often require some kind of release before each new note and such 
seamless transitions would not be possible (especially in the case o f repeated notes).
Table 6.1 -  Test case voices.
Cello 15.1
Distorted Guitar P1.4
Flute P4.8
French Horn P4.4
Marimba P6.7
Muted Guitar P5.4
Oboe P5.1
Piano P3.1
Pipe Organ P4.1
Saxophone P5.2
Steel Drum C4.2
Timpani 18.8
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In addition, the other factors mentioned in the previous chapter were investigated 
using the test cases in table 6.2. Where possible, these were based on timbres from the 
main body (for ease o f comparison).
Table 6.2 -  Additional test cases.
Reverberation P3.I (piano) Inbuilt Rev Hall, Dep=6
Dynamic variation P3.I See Figure 6 .1
Low notes P3.I 2 and 3 octaves below original
Vibrato P4.4 (horn)
Tremolo P4.8 (flute)
Short notes P3.1 See Figure 6.2
Drum pattern P8.8 See Figure 6.3
Glissando square wave See Figure 6.4
Figure 6.1 shows how the MIDI velocities o f the notes varied for the example of 
dynamic variation (the amplitude envelope is shown later). This was intended to be 
difficult, as the quieter notes following louder ones could easily be drowned out.
‘igure 6.1 -  Velocities for dynamic variation.
The score for the test case including shorter notes is given in figure 6.2. The window  
sizes and minimum length parameter in the analysis dictate the length o f the shortest 
note which can be detected, and this test was intended to show that the results were as 
expected.
ugure 6.2 -  Test piece with short notes.
A drum machine pattern was also tested. Percussive timbres ought to be easily  
detected, but the example is not strictly monophonic and contains coincident onsets as 
well as cymbals which overlap several o f the following notes.
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Figure 6.3 -  Drum pattern.
i
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The synthesiser used for the other examples was not capable of introducing pitch 
glides between notes, so to investigate this a Novation BassStation was used with 
portamento added to a square wave timbre. As square waves were used previously in 
[Tait & Findlay 95], the test piece from that work was employed for comparison 
(without the pitch glides, the onsets can be successfully detected). Figure 6.4 shows a 
portion of the resulting modulus plane, which includes small and large glides between 
notes, as well as notes starting with glides. Although such large glissandi are not often 
encountered in music and the method under test in the current work is not particularly 
suited to detecting such transitions, any comprehensive programme of tests should 
include this type of example.
Figure 6.4 -  Square wave pattern with glissandi.
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In each case, what were to be regarded as the correct onset times had to be established 
so that the calculated onset times could be evaluated. This is not as straightforward as 
it may at first seem. In graphical editing, an amplitude waveform is used as a guide to 
zoom in to the onset location. However, this is virtually impossible unless a note is 
preceded by silence. In other situations, repeated audition of the slowed down audio is 
used to help pinpoint onset locations. In all such scenarios, the outcome is highly
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subjective, and different degrees of precision are likely to be employed in different 
applications.
These problems were overcome by observing the location of the first onset (which is 
obviously preceded by silence), using the zoom facility in the application developed 
to carry out the tests (see Appendix D for a description). The point chosen was the 
first at which the amplitude began to rise from zero. Subsequent onset times were 
calculated from the first, using the tempo and note lengths (the examples were 
recorded using a MIDI sequencer so that timing was well known).
6.2 The Methods Tested
In chapter 3, a number of transformations of the modulus plane were introduced, and 
in chapter 4 a parameterised onset detection method was described. In order to assess 
the effect of the variables involved, each test timbre was analysed using a wide 
ranging set of different transformations and parameter settings. Before describing this 
process in detail, another technique applied to the modulus plane must be introduced.
6.2.1 Adaptive Normalisation
When conducting the tests described in [Tait & Findlay 95], it became apparent that 
slowly rising amplitude envelopes produced much smaller peaks of vector distance 
than rapidly rising ones. Although this is to be expected (and peaks were still 
produced), the subsequent classification of those peaks as onsets was also more 
difficult. In attempt to overcome this problem, a technique which we will call 
adaptive normalisation was developed.
The idea is to compensate for slowly rising envelopes by scanning the modulus plane 
along the time axis, and scaling the modulus values to ensure that at least one is 
always equal to the maximum possible (in other words, there is some modulus value 
which will be plotted as black at each point in time). Of course, periods of silence 
must be skipped so a small threshold is employed.
A detailed description of the algorithm is given in appendix B, but the results are 
illustrated here. Figure 6.5 shows the modulus plane of a sine wave with a rise time of 
approximately 1 second (it was the test case with the poorest result in [Tait & Findlay 
95]). The vector distance function (calculated with i= l, /=r=100, p=2 and no root 
applied) is overlaid, and has negligible amplitude at onsets.
Figure 6.6 illustrates the effect of applying adaptive normalisation to the modulus 
plane of figure 6.5. Easily detectable peaks are now present at onsets, although the 
very low amplitude at each note start means that a gap is left between adjacent notes, 
resulting in pairs of offset-onset peaks
:2
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igure 6.5 -  Slowly rising square wave and vector distance.
ft
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'igure 6.6 -  Adaptive normalisation applied to figure 6.5.
It was thought that this process might improve results for instruments with slowly 
rising envelopes, so it was included as a part of the experiment. It is worth noting, 
however, that adaptive normalisation is not suitable for application to examples 
involving overlapping notes. In such cases, the overlap can dominate the new onset 
and the technique was not designed to cope with this type of example.
6.2.2 Method Parameters
A total of 20 analysis methods were tried on each input. The variables investigated 
were as follows.
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® Loudness scale -  decibel and sone scales were compared.
All analyses included the application of the equal loudness weighting.
Thus, for each input sound file, 20 different versions of the vector distance function 
were calculated. Each of those was smoothed and a range of different parameter 
settings for the onset detection phase was attempted as follows.
« change_thresh -  50 to 95 in steps of 5 
® band_thresh -  0 to 50 in steps of 5 
® num_partials -  0 to 6
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* Exponent -  the value of p  used in Minkowski’s measure ranged between 1 
and 5.
Adaptive normalisation -  tests were conducted with and without this 
transformation applied.
The vector distance calculation parameters were fixed at / = 100, r = 100, / -  1, and a 
smoothing window of 20 points was used. The peak detection parameters were fixed 
at peak_thresh~l, m in_ len= l40 , and peak_reqd= lO . The value of minjlen 
corresponds to a minimum note length of approximately 100 msecs, and the window 
sizes are therefore approximately 70 msecs.
The above parameters were used for all but a few of the additional test timbres, which 
it was expected would require alternative settings -  these will be discussed when the 
results are presented.
6.3 Results
The results are presented in two sections: the main body (the staccato and legato 
versions of the timbres listed in table 6.1), and the additional tests of more unusual 
inputs (as listed in table 6.2).
In comparing results for a particular input, a set of detected onsets were judged to be 
better than another if: they included more onsets, or had the same number of onsets 
with fewer spurious detections, or had the same number of onsets with the same 
number of spurious detections and had a smaller average error when compared to the 
actual onset times.
6.3.1 Main Body of Tests
The main body of tests includes a range of different timbres and transitions types, but 
they are intended to be typical. In other words, highly unusual cases which might
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skew the results are not included at this stage. This also allows us to consider how 
each of the analysis methods performed in the context of a set of typical examples.
6.3.1.1 Results by Timbre
Given the experiment described thus far, there are two issues still to be resolved. First, 
we would like to know the effect of applying the root in Minkowski’s measure 
(previously, the root had not been applied, in order to emphasise peaks). Also, the 
effect of the adjustment to the peak positions (described in §4.5) should be examined. 
This was intended to compensate for the different starting times of harmonics, and it 
should be verified that better results are indeed obtained.
Figure 6.7 -  No root, no peak adjustment.
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In the first run, the root was not applied and peak adjustment was not used. Figure 6.7 
shows a graph of the results (more detailed numerical summaries of the graphs in this 
section, including analysis parameters for each timbre, are given in appendix E). The 
vertical lines represent the actual onset times (of quarter notes at 122 bpm), and the 
horizontal rows of crosses represent the best results (across all 20 analyses and 
various onset detection parameters) calculated from the input sound files named on 
the left. These correspond to the timbres in table 6.1 (the suffix _stacc denotes a 
staccato example) and are ordered alphabetically from the x axis up. It can be seen 
that there are no omissions (a more detailed assessment of the accuracy is deferred 
until the next chapter).
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Figure 6.8 shows the results of the same experiment, but with the root applied in 
Minkowski’s measure. Even a cursory visual inspection indicates that the pictures are 
almost identical and, in fact, the average difference (between actual and detected 
onset times) was only affected in two cases. The cello result was made approximately 
1 msec worse, whereas the flute result was improved by around 3 msecs. Given that 
these were two of the poorest results already, these differences are not so significant 
and it was decided that the root would not be used. Of course, this also reduces the 
computation involved in the analysis.
Figure 6.8 -  Root applied, no peak adjustment.
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The whole experiment was then run again, with peak adjustment used, and the results 
are graphed in figure 6.9. Surprisingly, this did not improve the results, and the 
overall average difference was increased by around 2 msecs. However, there was no 
overall trend — some individual results were improved whilst others were made worse. 
Also, the same results were now obtained in a number of different analyses (whereas 
before there was always one best method). It was apparent that the use of peak 
adjustment dominates the analysis, so that the vector distance function now only 
points to a relevant vicinity in the modulus plane. In addition, the variable effect of 
applying peak adjustment seemed to indicate that the exact method used may need to 
be tailored to the pattern of harmonics at the note onset, for a given instrument. 
Further investigation of an onset detection method incorporating such knowledge was 
beyond the scope of this work, and the original method (with no root applied and no 
peak adjustment) was adopted for subsequent tests.
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'igure 6.9 -  No root, peak adjustment used.
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Before considering the performance of each method, we give illustrations of the 
results obtained for each timbre (in the experiment of figure 6.7, with the methods 
employed as indicated in table E . l ) . These consist of the transformed modulus plane 
with the vector distance function overlaid and vertical lines indicating the detected 
onset positions. The amplitude envelopes are also shown below, marked with the 
detected onset times. Detailed evaluation of these results will be undertaken in the 
next chapter.
The amplitude plots do not in general correspond to the same length of time as the 
modulus planes, due to zero padding and subsequent zooming-in on the modulus 
planes, so that corresponding vertical lines in the graph pairs are not always in 
alignment.
Also, due to the non-linear method used in plotting the amplitude envelopes (see 
appendix C), the highlighted points in time may occasionally correspond with 
observable onsets less well than they do when plotted on the modulus plane.
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Figure 6.10 -  Cello.
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Figure 6.11 -  Staccato cello.
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Figure 6.12 -  Distorted guitar.
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Figure 6.13 -  Staccato distorted guitar
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Figure 6 .1 4 -  Flute,
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Figure 6.15 -  Staccato flute,
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Figure 6.16 -  French horn.
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Figure 6.17 -  Staccato french horn
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Figure 6.18 -  Marimba.
1i
Figure 6.19 -  Muted guitar.
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Figure 6.20 -  Staccato muted guitar.
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Figure 6.21 -  Oboe
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Figure 6.22 -  Staccato oboe.
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Figure 6.23 -  Organ.
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Figure 6 .24 -  Staccato organ.
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Figure 6.25 -  Piano.
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Figure 6.26 -  Staccato piano.
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Figure 6.27 -  Saxophone.
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Figure 6.28 -  Staccato saxophone.
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Figure 6.29 -  Steel drum.
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Figure 6.30 -  Timpani.
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Figure 6.31 -  Staccato timpani.
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6.3.1.2 Results by Method
As the results in the previous section gave no clear indication of a single best method 
(this is evident in table E .l), we now consider the experiment in terms of how each 
analysis method performed.
For each combination of exponent, loudness scale and application or non-application 
of adaptive normalisation, the distribution of the absolute values of the errors for all 
onsets was plotted. Numerical summaries of this information are given in tabular form 
in tables E.4 and E.5: including the average, minimum and maximum errors, the 
standard deviation of the errors, the number of onsets detected and the number of 
spurious detections.
The most striking feature of these results is that the application of adaptive 
normalisation does not, in general, improve the onset detection accuracy -  in fact, all 
of the results obtained using this technique are considerably worse, with many large 
errors. Therefore, although we have seen that it can be usefully applied in certain 
cases, adaptive normalisation (in its present form) should not become an integral part 
of the analysis (again, this is considered in more detail in the next chapter).
When the results obtained with each loudness scale are examined, it can be seen that 
there is not a marked difference.
Figure 6.32 -  Error distributions for each analysis method (the bins on the x axis 
cover 2.27 msecs each, except the last which includes all errors >54.42 msecs).
dB scale, adaptive normalisation.a) p= l, dB scale.
2 0  -1
c)p= \, sone scale 1, sone scale, adaptive normalisation.
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e) /?=2, dB scale.
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1 0 -  9 -  
8 -
f) p=2, dB scale, adaptive normalisation.
j=2, sone scale. h) p=2, sone scale, adaptive normalisation.
, dB scale, adaptive normalisation.dB scale.
k) p~?>, sone scale.
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m) p=4, dB scale.
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6.3.2 Additional Test Cases
The examples in this section were used to investigate the behaviour of the onset 
detection method when applied in a variety of more difficult situations, and with types 
of timbre not included in the main body of test cases. The tests were conducted in the 
same fashion as the main body (unless a specific parameter set was required, which 
will be indicated), and detailed results are again given in appendix E (table E.6).
,
I
I
j^igure 6.33 -  Piano with reverberation.
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Figure 6.33 shows the piano example of figure 6.25 with reverberation applied. This 
causes notes to ring out and overlap considerably, which would be problematic for 
many other methods, but should not significantly effect the vector distance results.
It can be seen that all onsets are still located, although the numerical results show that 
the accuracy has deteriorated somewhat, when compared with the original piano 
example. The onset detection parameters are similar to the original, although the 
chosen method has changed and the detections are now almost all early.
The test piece with dynamic variation (see figure 6.1) was generated using the piano 
timbre, and the results of the onset detection process are shown in figure 6.34. It was 
expected that this example would cause problems (especially the quiet repeated note), 
but the results are surprisingly good (with accuracy not drastically affected). The 
exponent used has changed and, as would be expected, the band threshold and number 
of partials required for an onset have been reduced.
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"igure 6.34 -  Piano with dynamic vaiiation.
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The next two examples illustrate the effect of very low notes. There is an inherent 
decrease in time resolution at lower scale levels, and it might be expected that this 
would lead to less accurate results (a transposition of two octaves, as in the example 
of figure 6.35, corresponds to an increase in time resolution by a factor of four in the 
modulus plane).
In fact, the average difference is only slightly worse than the original, and the same 
analysis method (with similar onset detection parameters) is chosen. It is likely that 
the presence of higher harmonics allows the accuracy of the analysis to be maintained. 
In order to investigate the behaviour of the method at even lower frequencies, the 
piano piece was transposed down by another octave. Figure 6.36 shows the modulus 
plane and onset detection results obtained.
The same analysis method is used, except that adaptive normalisation is applied. 
However the onset detection parameters are much different, indicating that a small 
number of strong (but not rapidly increasing) partials are being sought -  this reflects a 
move to identifying the higher partials. In addition, the accuracy has worsened, but 
the average difference is not greater than twice that obtained when the same piece one 
octave higher was analysed.
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■igure 6.35 -  Piano two octaves lower than original.
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Figure 6.36 -  Piano three octaves lower than original.
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An unusual effect is visible towards the end of this example. The smearing of the 
lower partials in the last note, due to decieased time resolution, results in a series of 
non-negligible modulus values after the end of the piece. When adaptive
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normalisation is applied, these are treated as part of a note and all of the modulus 
values around that time artificially increased as a result. It can be seen that the 
spurious peaks of vector distance which result occur on the boundaries of low 
resolution modulus values (and are rejected as onsets, in any case).
The next test case involves much shorter notes than those already described (see 
figure 6.2). The analysis (as used until now) would fail in this case, because the 
averaging windows are longer than the shortest notes present. In order that peaks are 
as clearly defined as possible, it is desirable that the window size is less than half the 
length of the shortest note in the input. This means that there will be a point in time 
towards the middle of each note at which neither window extends beyond the 
boundaries of the note, and when the difference should therefore be small (assuming 
that a reasonably steady state exists during notes). If the technique behaves as 
expected, reducing the length of the windows should enable all onsets to be 
successfully detected. Therefore, all of the time related parameters were reduced to 
approximately a third of their previous values as follows: /=r=30, min_len=40, 
peak_jeqd=?), and the smoothing window was seven points long.
The results are shown in figure 6.37. The analysis method chosen was the same as the 
original piano piece, but the number of partial onsets required to signal a note onset 
increased significantly. This would enable the large number of spurious peaks (a side 
effect of the shorter windows) to be rejected. In addition, accuracy was improved over 
the original test -  this is also due to the use of shorter windows, and highlights the 
trade-offs explained in chapter 4. It is worth noting that shorter windows were not 
used on the other cases because, although more accurate results can be achieved in 
some cases, in others onsets are missed or misidentifications occur. For example, if a 
timbre has a long rise time, shorter windows would not produce satisfactory results 
(however, short notes with such long rise times would not ordinarily be expected).
The following two examples illustrate the effect of modulation on the vector distance 
technique. It would be expected that any kind of modulation would result in spurious 
peaks, whilst also potentially obscuring transitions between notes. Two cases are 
considered -  amplitude modulation (tremolo in music), and pitch modulation 
(vibrato). The legato versions of timbres from the original test cases are used, so that 
the effect on the detection of both the first note and subsequent transitions can be 
observed.
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^igure 6.37 -  Piano piece with short notes.
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The flute was arbitrarily chosen as an example of an instrument which can be played 
with tremolo added by the performer. The synthesiser voice was restricted to 
amplitude modulation, and the modulation wheel moved to its highest position. The 
same range of experimental methods and parameters were used as before, and the 
resulting modulus plane and amplitude envelope are shown in figure 6.38.
The same analysis method and similar onset detection parameters were chosen as in 
the original legato flute example, however accuracy was markedly better. This is 
surprising, and one possible explanation is that the restarting of the modulation on 
each new note introduces discontinuities which help to punctuate transitions (although 
not shown here, the average error for the staccato flute with amplitude modulation 
applied was only reduced by 40%).
The french horn was chosen as the vibrato example. Similarly, the voice was 
restricted to pitch modulation, and the modulation wheel moved to its highest 
position. We would expect that pitch modulation would cause the energy previously 
confined to individual semitone bands to spread across a number of adjacent levels. 
This would have the effect of smoothing transitions (especially those involving small 
intervals), whilst making partial onsets harder to identify and introducing spurious 
peaks as a result of the modulation. In summary, because there is a greater effect on 
the modulus plane, there will be a greater effect on vector distance.
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^igure 6.38 -  Tremolo example (legate flute with amplitude modulation).
In fact, none of the analysis methods or onset detection parameters resulted in the 
successful detection of all onsets. On studying the modulus plane, it became apparent 
that both loudness scales were de-emphasising many of the scale levels with only a 
small amount of energy too much. The raw modulus plane (with only equal loudness 
weighting applied) was therefore used. The bandjhresh  parameter was then set at 
zero, so that even scale levels with only negligible energy would be considered when 
identifying onset peaks. A high relative change {change_thresh~2Q^) could then be 
sought in those low energy bands.
Figure 6.39 shows the results of this process. The first onset is highlighted, the 
repeated note is obscured most, but thereafter the dominant peaks all correspond to 
onsets. Therefore, although peaks are still generated, the vibrato makes identification 
of those peaks as onsets considerably harder.
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Figure 6.39 -  Vibrato example (legato french horn with pitch modulation).
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Although some percussive timbres were included in the experiment, drums have thus 
far not been considered in any depth. This is because percussive timbres have been 
investigated in some detail previously (see, for example, [Schloss 851), and also 
because such cases should present least difficulty for the method described herein. 
However, in order to illustrate the method’s flexibility, an analysis of the polyphonic 
drum pattern of figure 6.3 (reproduced in figure 6.40) is now described.
The example includes two different cymbal crashes, which overlap up to six of the 
following onsets, and can be seen to mask the high hats on the modulus plane (figure 
6.41). Equal loudness weighting and the decibel scale were used, with the vector 
distance calculated using a value of p -2  and window sizes of /=r=10 (since very 
short events and percussive onsets were involved). The other parameters were set at 
min_len~\2%, p eak_reqd~ l (since peaks were narrow ), band_thresh=lO, 
change_thresh~65, num._partials=6, and a smoothing window of two points was used. 
It can be seen that all onset times are highlighted (even those masked by cymbals), 
although coincident onsets are of course not distinguished.
The reader will recall that the amplitude plots do not in general correspond to the 
same length of time as the modulus planes, due to zero padding and subsequent 
zooming-in on the modulus planes, so that corresponding vertical lines in the graph 
pairs are not in alignment (particularly in this case).
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-igure 6.40 -  Drum pattern score.
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Igure 6.41 -  Drum pattern analysis.
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Lastly, we consider an example on which the vector distance method would be 
expected to fail, but that is nonetheless interesting. For the purposes of illustration, 
the decibel scale and a value o f p=2 were applied to the glissandi example of figure 
6.4. Figure 6,42 shows the result o f applying the onset detection method with the 
parameters set as follows: band_thresh=5, change_thresh=50  and num _partials-0  
(others were as for the main body of test cases).
The results obtained are as much as could be hoped for using the vector distance 
method. The end points o f steady state regions give rise to peaks, and the appropriate 
ones are identified as onsets. Adjusting the analysis parameters to locate smaller 
events gives rise to complex peaks during the glissandi, and repeated detection of 
onsets (as predicted in |Shahwan 94 |). Later, we will consider why this occurs, and 
how the method may be altered to detect such events.
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ugure 6.42 -  Square wave with glissandi.
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6.4 Conclusions
This chapter has presented the results of the experiment developed in chapter 5, and 
(it is hoped) convinced the reader of a number of points.
First of all, the onset detection method has performed satisfactorily, in that all onsets 
in the main body of tests were highlighted, even in the most difficult of cases. Of 
course, the accuracy was variable, and discussion of the detailed results is continued 
in the following chapter. In addition, almost all of the additional test cases were 
successfully analysed, with only the vibrato and glissando examples causing 
problems.
Secondly (and no less importantly) we have seen why a carefully designed 
experiment, involving a wide range of test timbres, is necessary. It is fair to say that 
no small subset of the above results would have provided as clear a picture, and there 
are certainly many more types of input which could be studied.
Chapter 7 focuses on the detailed results and issues arising from them. For example: 
what makes the results from certain timbres less accurate, can the analysis be 
standardised into a method which provides reasonable performance across many 
inputs, and how do the results compare with the performance criteria implied by a 
range of applications?
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Assessment of Results
This chapter is devoted to further discussion and interpretation of the results presented 
in the previous chapter and in appendix E.
Although some indications of the technique’s performance have been given, we would 
like to know more about which timbres were problematic, which methods performed 
best and whether the various parameters can usefully be fixed. We should also 
consider the results in relation to the theoretical accuracy achievable, the accuracy of 
previously published techniques, and the accuracy demanded by the applications 
identified earlier. The discussion is organised similarly to the previous chapter, in that 
the results are discussed by method and by timbre.
The additional test cases were included primarily to illustrate the flexibility of the 
method, and a commentary has already been given in the previous chapter on these 
examples, therefore they are not discussed further here.
7.1 Main Body of Tests
For a clearer picture of the errors occurring in the onset detection process, the 
distribution of the absolute values of the errors was plotted for the first note (preceded 
by silence), the second note (which was a repetition of the first), and the fourth note 
(which is separated from the previous note by 11 semitones). The resulting graphs are 
shown in figure 7.1.
Figure 7.1 -  Absolute value error distributions from figure 6.7 for the first, second and 
fourth onsets (the x axis covers 0-45.35 msecs in steps of 2.27 msecs).
■IllI I I I
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The results are as expected in that the jump of 11 semitones ought to be most easily 
detected by the vector distance method, followed by the onset preceded by silence, 
with the repeated note being most difficult. This is partly because, whereas the type of 
onset alone dictates how easily it is detected after silence, coincident offsets can often 
make location of transitions easier in the legato style examples. However, although 
the shapes of the distributions vary, the sample size here is relatively small and (for 
example) the number of instruments with errors of less than 9.07 msecs (400 samples) 
is constant in all three cases.
Tables 7.1a-c show the remainder -  those examples in which the error was more than 
400 samples for each of the three kinds of onset. Negative errors denote early 
detections, positive errors late ones (note that errors are given in samples here).
Tables 7.1 a, b and c -  Absolute errors > 400 samples in figure 6.10 (first, second and 
fourth onsets).
horn -1750
horn_stacc 1160
oboe 720
marimba 576
mute_gtr_stacc -478
oboe_stacc 448
cello_stacc -436
cello 1988
dist_gtr -1270
oboe -1128
organ -811
horn_staec 624
cello_stacc -588
oboe_stacc 488
cello
flute
oboe |680
horn |674
horn_stacc |5 4 4 ^
organ {517
oboe_stacc {440
The french horn accounts for both of the greatest errors for the first note (see figures 
6.16 and 6.17). The partials start gradually (over a period of time), and adaptive 
noimalisation was employed. However, over-compensation is apparent in this case, as 
the detected onset was rather early. The results for the legato style example improve 
considerably for the second and fourth onsets, as a result of a more sudden offset 
helping to punctuate transitions. The staccato version is generally a little better -  
adaptive normalisation was not used here, but only a weak fundamental is apparent at 
the onset and the peak of vector distance tends to occur a little later, when more 
partials have commenced (in fact, every detection was late in this example). Similarly, 
when the results for the legato example without adaptive normalisation applied were 
examined, every onset detection was late. In summary, the type of onset encountered
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here seemed to require some compensation for consistently late detections; but, 
although results were sometimes improved, adaptive normalisation was not suitable.
At this point it is worth considering why the staccato results should be much different 
for transitions when compared with those obtained from the first note. In cases where 
there is silence between notes, the results are fairly consistent (see the oboe in figure 
6.22, for example). However, when the modulus plane of some of the other examples 
is examined (the staccato cello in figure 6.11 is one such case), it can be seen that 
there is often a degree of ringing inherent in the synthesiser voice (imitating that 
which would be present in the instrument itself). This means that, for example, in the 
staccato cello example there is actually overlap between adjacent notes. Adaptive 
normalisation was again used on both cello pieces, in attempt to overcome the very 
slow rise and consistent late detection when it was not used. Although the first note is 
improved, the others appear to suffer from the overlap (a discussion of why adaptive 
noraialisation should not be applied to overlapping notes has already been given). The 
cello pieces are also unusual in that the higher notes were produced by the synthesiser 
in such a way that their spectra were more complex than the other notes (this is 
evident in figure 6.11 and 6.12). This made them easier to pinpoint, and accounted for 
the staccato cello having the lowest error on the fourth note. It can be seen from this 
discussion that there was an interaction of many factors in these examples which made 
them most difficult to interpret.
The appearance of the marimba in the above table is surprising -  examination of the 
modulus plane (figure 6.18) shows that each note contains only a few strong partials, 
and the (late) detection is again skewed towards a time at which all are present. This 
was the maximum error for the timbre, and the average was considerably lower.
The repeated note results are generally poorer, and the error for the distorted guitar in 
this case was approximately four times its average error. Figure 6.12 shows that the 
timbre was both harmonically complex and did not fade during the notes. These 
factors particularly obscured the repeated note, which gave rise to only a small peak in 
vector distance. The organ's error was also worse than average for this note, and figure 
6.23 shows that the cause was similar.
Whilst the fourth onset is generally detected more accurately, the flute makes a sudden 
appearance high in the table of errors for this note. Again, adaptive normalisation was 
used in this case and detected onset times were repeatedly late without it. There is 
some evidence that such late detections were not resolved by application of adaptive 
normalisation in the legato style examples (see the cello, horn, flute and organ in table 
E .l). Inspection of the flute example again shows unexpected overlap, and the
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adaptive normalisation causes the end of the previous note to dominate the beginning 
of the next, which suggests an explanation for this phenomenon.
'i
7.1.1 Results by Timbre
The standard deviation of all the errors in table E .l is 446, and there are 3 examples 
which contain errors greater than 2 standard deviations from the average. These were *
the legato cello, flute and horn examples which contained 4, 3 and 2 such errors 
respectively.
These examples have already featured in the above discussion of results for different 
transition types. The results indicate that, whilst some method of compensating for 
slow attacks may be required, adaptive normalisation has not proved entirely 
effective. It was used in 5 out of the 6 test cases involving the worst 3 timbres 
(showing that it was improving results in those cases), but the fact remains that these 
timbres gave the greatest errors. As an aside, the only other timbre to have adaptive 
normalisation applied was the organ. Here, when compared with results when it was 
not applied, the legato case was only slightly better; however, the average error in the 
staccato example was reduced from 706 to 167 samples. Therefore, although this 
particular technique may not be applied in a blanket fashion, we can see that results 
can be dramatically improved by such a method.
It was hoped that the results might demonstrate a grouping of the inputs -  for 
example, by analysis method or onset detection parameters. This is evident when 
adaptive normalisation is considered -  in 3 out of 4 of the timbres to which it was 
applied, it was applied to both staccato and legato examples, and we have seen how 
these timbres share other attributes. There is some evidence for such grouping by 
exponent: five of the ten timbres which included staccato-legato pairs had the same 
exponent chosen for both test cases. However, there is not enough evidence to support 
the hypothesis that identical (or close) exponents would be applied to perceptually 
similar timbres.
When the onset detection parameters are considered, seven out of ten of the paired 
examples involve similar parameters for both legato and staccato cases (this is more 
evident for the changejthresh and num__partials parameters in table E .l). Closer 
inspection shows that, for example, many of the timbres have a value of 
changejthresh close to 75 -  this seems to be the result of many parameter sets giving 
the same result, as the figures in the table are averages, and 75 is close to the average 
of all the values considered for this parameter. We will not dwell on this here, as it is 
debatable whether onset detection parameters can be compared aeross different
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analysis methods. In the next section, we shall restrict our attention to a single method 
and comparisons will be more valid then.
7.1.2 Results by Method
If a single analysis method is to be chosen, it should minimise the average error and 
also have a low maximum error. Of course, it is likely that a high deteetion rate would 
be required, and a lowering of accuracy may be acceptable if many more onsets are 
detected by the method. In addition, we may refer to the error distributions of figure 
6.32.
In the experiment reported here, setting p=5 and using the decibel loudness scale gives 
the lowest average error. Interestingly, this is in partial agreement with the work 
reported in [Feiten & Gunzel 93], which concluded that results obtained with a 
similarity measure employing the sone scale and a value of p=5 corresponded most 
closely to listening tests. The problem with accepting this method in our context is 
that, whilst the detection rates were all very high, three onsets were missed using that 
method. In order to achieve a 100% suceess rate, an increase of only a few 
milliseconds in average error need be introduced. This is achieved with the decibel 
scale and a value of p=3. Although the average error is very slightly increased using 
this method, the maximum error actually decreases by a few milliseconds (the cases 
with greatest errors will be discussed shortly). It should also be noted that all values of 
p  between one and three give 100% success rates, with higher powers introducing 
omissions.
It is not surprising that the ehange of context from measuring similarity to detecting 
onsets (by measuring J/^similarity) involves a corresponding decrease of the most 
suitable exponent in Minkowski’s measure. The higher values of the exponent 
emphasise marked differences, and are inherently less sensitive to small differences 
between similar vectors. An example of this effect can be seen in figure 6.10 -  a value 
of p=5 was chosen for the cello and only a relatively small peak in distance is evident 
at the transition between the repeated notes. If the aim was to measure similarity, this 
would be the desired effect -  that a negligible distance results from a repeated event. 
However, in detecting onsets, such small differences in largely similar vectors can be 
all that signal a new note (especially a repeated one). For example, figure 6.25 shows 
how the value of p = l, adopted for the piano, gives rise to similar sized peaks for the 
first and the repeated note onsets.
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We do not consider the particular loudness seales involved further, as 
implementations ean vary (see appendix B), and we have seen that their effect was not 
so striking.
Having settled on a single method, we should now ascertain how it compares with the 
optimal results presented in the previous chapter. Figure 7.2 shows the results in the 
same format as figure 6.7 (they are also presented in tabular form in table E.6). The 
average error has increased from 411 to 698 samples, however the maximum error has 
changed from 2396 to 6916 samples. A glance at the graph shows that the greatest 
error arises from the repeated note in the legato cello example. The second largest is 
much lower (2804 samples) and occurs on the same note in the staccato cello 
example. In fact, all of the errors over 1800 samples are introduced by the cello 
timbre. The cello, flute and horn can be seen to consistently introduce late detections, 
and between them account for all of the errors greater than 1300 samples.
r i^gure 7.2 -  Single best method results (p=3, dB scale, no adaptive normalisation).
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Now that we are restricting our attention to a single analysis method, it makes more 
sense to consider the range of onset detection parameters employed for various 
timbres. Recall that the lowest error may be obtained with a range of onset detection 
parameters, and an average of these for each test case was calculated for reference. 
The number of successful parameter sets can then give some insight into the nature of
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a test timbre. For example, the muted guitar gave the lowest error for this method, and 
the same result was obtained for many parameter sets. This shows that the onsets were 
relatively easy to detect and the precise parameter settings were fairly unimportant in 
their detection. However, the staccato timpani example also had a low error (the 
fourth lowest), but this result was only obtained with relatively few of the possible 
parameter settings. This indicates that some aspect of those particular parameter 
settings was crucial in achieving that result. Similarly, high errors with a small (
number of paiameter sets can be found -  for example, the legato flute had the fourth 
largest error, and this was obtained with only a small number of parameter sets. This 
would seem to indicate that the onsets were difficult to locate precisely with this 
method, but that there was still some important aspect of a small subset of the 
parameters which made them particularly suitable for the timbre.
There was no such clear case of a high error obtained with a large number of 
parameter sets, the closest being the staccato flute (which had third greatest error, but 
this was only achieved with around half of the parameter sets). If a large error resulted 
from many parameter sets, this could be interpreted as indicating that there was no 
parameter set particularly suited to the timbre, and that there was some basic 
incompatibility between the method and the test case. It is therefore encouraging that 
no such case was found amongst the range of timbres investigated.
The average parameters over all test cases were as follows: change_thresh~13, 
num_j?artials~3 and band_jhresh~20. How the parameters varied across the test cases 
is now discussed, in order to assess their effect.
The average value of changejthresh was again close to the mean of all values tested, 
and the average settings over all the test cases only covered a range of 72 to 77. This 
was due to the fact that, even in cases where only a small number of parameter sets 
gave the best result, many different settings of this parameter appeared. Therefore, its 
value does not seem crucial in the onset detection process. This is not to say that the 
parameter is redundant: some threshold on the change indicating a partial onset must 
be set, and the example of figure 6.39 showed how extreme settings could be useful in 
some unusual cases.
Although the average of all settings for the numjpartials parameter is close to the 
mean of those tested, it takes on values between one and five (only values between 
zero and six were tested). The distorted guitar and organ both took on the value of 
five, and observation of the modulus planes in figure 6.23 and 6.12 reveals the reason.
The notes are harmonically rich, and are cleaiiy identified by a large number of partial
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onsets. Again, although the averages in the staccato cases are slightly lower, 
successful results are more often achieved with higher settings of this parameter.
At the other end of the scale, those timbres with the greatest errors can be found 
amongst those with the lowest values of this parameter (the cello, flute and horn cases 
all had settings for num_partials no greater than two). This can be attributed to either 
one of the following reasons, or a combination of both: the voice included some 
degree of ringing and subsequently, notes overlapped; or the timbre had few strong 
harmonics. At this point it is worth stressing that the parameters were static for each 
timbre, so that the repeated note had to be identified as an onset with the same 
parameters as all the others. For that note in paiticular, it would often only be possible 
to distinguish one or two partial onsets in the above cases. This does not imply that 
better results could be achieved for the other onsets with different parameters (as 
peaks cannot be located more precisely, and all were correctly identified), merely that 
the presence of a repeated note will have a greater effect on the average onset 
detection parameters for those timbres.
Without labouring over more examples, it is clear that the setting of this parameter is 
linked to the kind of timbre under analysis. We have seen how different aspects of the 
timbre influence its optimal setting, and it is unlikely that a single value suitable for 
many different types of input could be derived.
The last parameter places a threshold on the energy which must be present in a scale 
level before it can be considered as an onset. The average value for individual test 
cases ranged from two to 32.
Timbres which took values towai‘ds the top of this range were the saxophone, muted 
guitar and steel drum. These were timbres which either had many strong partials, or 
were percussive so that there was considerable energy in most partials at the note 
onset.
The average value of this parameter frequently increased for the staccato cases, when 
compared with that for the legato version of the same timbre. This was again because 
of the necessity of detecting the repeated note with the same parameters as the others. 
In the legato cases, this onset was often only signalled by the re-emergence of weaker 
high harmonics or onset transients, thus a lower threshold is required. No timbre 
consistently took a low value for this parameter, and the average was skewed towards 
the highest value.
As previously, there was no clear correlation between perceptually similar timbres and 
similar onset detection parameters. Although it has been described how these 
parameters are related to various perceptually salient aspects of the timbres, the test
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cases were intended to cover a broad range of possibilities and did not include many 
similar timbres. Therefore, it would have been difficult to justify any such observation 
from the experiment which was carried out.
It will have been obvious from the above discussion that there can be no fixed set of 
onset detection parameters that will give the same results as were obtained when the 
most suitable parameters could be chosen. If the parameters are all set at the lowest 
values encountered, spurious detections will result in some cases; whereas if the 
parameters are set at the averages, some onsets are inevitably missed. There is also the 
possibility that the wrong peaks may be chosen, increasing the error in some cases. 
The original experiment had shown that the change_thresh parameter was relatively 
unimportant, and if the bandjthresh parameter was set at the lowest value encountered 
in the original test cases, then all necessary scale levels should be considered. The 
num jpartials parameter was most important in distinguishing different kinds of onset, 
and so an experiment was run with change_thresh  =72, bandjthresh =2 and 
num_partials allowed to vary between zero and ten.
Increasing the range of this parameter allowed it to be set high for the percussive 
timbres, thus rejecting spurious peaks. The result of this was that only the legato 
oboe’s error increased, and the overall average difference was only increased slightly. 
The range of parameter settings which gave rise to the best result for each timbre are 
shown in table 7.2.
Table 7.2 -  num vartials only varying.
Cello 5-6 4-7
Distorted Guitar 5-10 5-10
Flute 1-2 0-5
French Horn 0-2 0-5
Marimba 0-5 n/a
Muted Guitar 2-10 5-10
Oboe 0-4 0-9
Piano 1-7 2-8
Pipe Organ 8-9 5-10
Saxophone 0-10 5-10
Steel Drum 4-10 n/a
Timpani 7-10 7-10
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This shows the impossibility of fixing this parameter over all the test cases -  the best 
that could be achieved would be obtaining the lowest error for 16 out of 22 timbres, 
with a setting of num_partials~5.
7.2 Contexts for Assessment
Until now, errors have been given in samples and not viewed in the context of any 
other measures of accuracy. Whilst this has given an unambiguous and readily 
understood view of the results, a number of issues remain unresolved.
For example, we have already discussed the difference between perceptual and 
physical attack times. Without a set of test timbres for which perceptual attack times 
were well known, there was no way that the results could be assessed for their degree 
of correspondence with perceived onset times. Further, the notion of physical onset 
time is not well defined, and (although we have been consistent) other ways of 
determining the actual onset time could be equally as valid. Lastly, what constitutes 
the correct onset time can be dependent on the particular application, and highly 
subjective.
The results are therefore evaluated in a number of different ways -  in terms of the 
theoretical accuracy achievable, the accuracy achieved in previously published work, 
and the application contexts defined earlier.
7.2.1 Theoretically Achievable Accuracy
We first qualify further discussions by considering the limit on the accuracy which 
can be achieved in general, and via the harmonic wavelet analysis. Chapter 3 included 
a discussion of the impossibility of locating a frequency component of F Hz with an
accuracy greater than — secs, using any method of time-frequency analysis. Now, the F
fundamental frequencies of the notes in the test piece span a range of 261 to 523 Hz, 
implying a range of theoretical accuracies (when detecting the fundamental) of around 
3.8 to 1.9 msecs (169 to 84 samples). It has already been seen how higher haimonics 
(which could be detected with higher accuracy) can either aid or confound the onset 
detection process, depending on their time of onset in relation to the physical onset 
time. However, the introduction of such timbre-specific knowledge is not considered 
here and we will use the fundamental frequency as a guide to achievable accuracy.
Of course, this theoretically possible accuracy does not translate directly into practical 
applications. For example, [Depalle & Tromp 96] states that it is normal to require a
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signal at least four periods long to identify a particular frequency, but also presents a 
method whereby this may be reduced to one and a half periods.
In the current work, the notes in the test piece are split between two time resolutions 
in the wavelet analysis -  the two highest notes’ fundamentals are at scale levels in 
which each coefficient represents 2048 samples (46 milliseconds); whereas the 
fundamentals of the other notes occur in levels with time resolutions of 4096 samples 
(93 milliseconds) per coefficient. Results with considerably greater accuracy than this 
have already been presented, which illustrates the effect of partials at higher scale 
levels.
7.2.2 Previous Results
It is relatively rai'e to find precisely quantified results in the published work on onset 
detection. This is perhaps because, whilst it may be relatively easy to establish criteria 
for success in other areas (pitch detection for example); it is harder to do so for onset 
detection, due to the problems of perceptual attack time and the differing demands of 
various applications.
For example, using the multiresolution Fourier transform in [Scott & Wilson 92] 
means that time resolution can be chosen (although a trade-off with frequency 
resolution is obviously in effect). A transform with a time resolution of 11.2 msecs is 
selected, although precise onset detection results are not given.
Based on the same transform, the thesis of [Pearson 91] includes some work on onset 
detection. Here, the onset times of two piano notes ar e detected to within 20 msecs of 
their actual onset times.
The analysis of a percussion piece acts as the main example in [Schloss 85]. The onset 
detection part of the analysis is said to be 95% accurate, in that only three out of 55 
notes are missed. However, no statement of actual onset times is given and no 
assessment of the accuracy is possible. The analysis method goes on to utilise high 
level knowledge in reeovering a score for the piece.
In summary, it has not been possible to find any comparable study which includes I,
precise results for a range of timbres.
7.2.3 Application Contexts
The requirement of each of the applications can be considered as placing the actual 
onset within some time frame, based on the detected onset time. For example, in 
graphical editing, the actual onset must be placed on screen so that the user can 
proceed to find the desired point in time. This implies that, if the detected onset is
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placed in the centre of the time window, the actual onset should be no more than half 
a window length away to be visible. Adopting this view of the task means that we 
need only decide on the length of the time frame in the application to enable precise 
judgements to be made for each detected onset.
However, this view cannot be utilised directly in all of the applications under 
consideration. For example, in synchronising an event in an animation with an onset, 
it might be thought the time length of a single frame in the animation could be used in 
the same way as the window length in the previous case. This is not the case, since 
frames cannot be arbitrarily centred on detected onset times, without affecting the 
position of all other frames. This implies that, for example, if an actual onset time is 
close to a frame boundary, even a small error in its estimated position could be 
enough to place the detected onset in a different frame. However, the frame length 
clearly represents a period of time which is below some threshold of visual acuity 
(since the animation is perceived as continuous motion). Therefore, we shall use the 
same metric, and adopt the view that an error of less than half a frame length is not 
detectable in this application.
The synchronisation case is then easiest to define, as there is an established standard 
of 25 frames per second (for PAL video). This means that the time frame involved is 
1764 samples long (at a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz), and the half window is 882 
samples long.
In the case of graphical editing, the screen size and resolution, in combination with the 
number of samples mapped to a single pixel, dictate the length of the time window. 
For example, assuming that the audio is displayed in a relatively modest sized window 
of 600 samples, and that the waveform is plotted with one pixel per sample, half of the 
window’s extent would obviously be 300 samples. However, in the author's 
experience, mapping only one sample to each pixel often presents too detailed a 
picture to be useful in locating points of interest. A survey of research on auditory 
temporal acuity in [Gordon 84] concludes that in some cases, the smallest interval 
between two almost simultaneous sounds which still allows their order to be 
ascertained is 2 msecs. This implies that a somewhat coarser viewing resolution could 
be used, without introducing any noticeable inaccuracies. For example, mapping each 
pixel to a millisecond of audio would extend the half window above to cover 13230 
samples. These issues should be borne in mind when considering this application.
The application of onset detection to automatic transcription inevitably involves some 
higher level processing of the detected onset times. If the desired output is the notated 
score, timing variations introduced by the performer must be overcome to maintain a
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picture of the underlying rhythmic structure. For example, it has been observed that 
note durations can differ from their scored values by up to 50% [Desain & Honing 
89]. However, although there has been much work in this area, it seems that we are 
still some way from solving such problems [Desain & Honing 94b], and it is not 
possible to place a figure on the deviations from strict timing which can currently be 
overcome. We shall therefore restrict our attention to the task of quantisation, noting 
that the introduction of higher level knowledge should improve the performance of 
any such system.
Large variations from strict timing can only be overcome by resorting to knowledge of 
rhythmic structuring principles. A lower tolerance will apply if the detected onset 
times are simply quantised to a grid defined by the tempo and some musically 
significant time period (for example, a sixteenth note). This procedure might be 
adopted in an application combining MIDI with digital audio. There are two tasks 
which may be required of such a system: the assignment of each event in the audio 
track to its nearest note position in a MIDI track, and the generation of a metrical grid 
from an audio track (which it is assumed contains a strictly timed performance). In 
each case, the user specifies the smallest subdivision of a note allowed and this, in 
combination with the tempo and time signature, can be mapped to a period of time. 
Given a strictly timed performance, and a pre-existing quantisation grid defined by a 
MIDI track, the first task above equates to simply attaching each note in the audio 
track to its nearest possible position in the MIDI track. The onset detection process 
must not introduce a large enough eiTor that a note is assigned to the wrong position. 
The half-window concept is therefore still applicable since, as long as the error is no 
greater than half the smallest distance between adjacent positions in the MIDI track, 
each note will still be assigned the correct position. The test piece was recorded at 122 
beats per minute, and specifying a fine quantisation grid by dividing each beat into 
eight parts gives a half window of 1356 samples.
The second task has been defined somewhat abstractly, and we shall consider the 
concrete example of extracting the tempo from a series of equally spaced events. If the 
current notion of the tempo is derived from the inverse of the time between adjacent 
events, the worst case would occur when an early and a late detection took place on 
adjacent notes. Depending on the order, this would give either an unusually long or an 
unusually short beat period. If we assume that the tempo is rounded to the nearest beat 
per minute then, in order that the derived tempo is not changed from the conect value 
in such a situation, the sum of the errors must not be greater than half a beat period. 
This is guaranteed if no single error is greater than a quarter of a single beat period at
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the desired tempo. At the tempo o f the test pieces, this gives a high error threshold o f  
over 5000 samples. If we consider what would constitute the most difficult o f such 
examples, detecting the time between events in a series o f sixteenth notes at a tempo 
o f 160 bpm gives a quarter period o f 1034 samples.
Table 7.3 shows the success rate achieved in each o f these application contexts, in 
terms of the number of onsets with errors less than the identified tolerance in each of 
the following analyses: the optimal method and parameter settings, the best method 
with 3 variable parameters (selected optimally) and the same method with only the 
optimal exponent chosen.
Table 7.3 -  Success by aoDlication context
PAL synchronisation _____
graphical editing (fine resolution)
graphical editing (coarse resolution)
MIDI quantisation _____
bpm tracking (slow)
bpm tracking (fast)
882 87% 75% 75%
300 58% 29% 29%
13230 100% 100% 100%
1356 96% 86% 85%
5422 100% 99% 99%
1034 90% 81% 81%
The worst result by far is obtained in the case o f graphical editing by view ing one 
sample per pixel in a window o f 600 pixels. Although this scenario is possible, it is 
certainly an extreme case. Part o f the audio preceding the onset would be required to 
identify it as such, and the studies quoted in chapter 3 found the starting transient in 
notes (before the steady state) to vary between five and 350 msecs. Now, given that 
the window under consideration is only 14 msecs long, it almost certainly provides 
too c lose  a view  to be useful in many cases. A lso , a single frame in the 
synchronisation case lasts for 40 msecs. Given that the starting transient o f a note may 
be longer than this (and that the largest errors generally arise from the timbres with 
long attack times), some o f the errors may be acceptable.
Before concluding, therefore, we add some perspective by considering ways in which 
the tolerances in the worst cases above might be increased. If we insist on viewing at 
one sample per pixel, but allow an upgraded monitor (giving a 1000 pixel wide 
window), the second row changes to: 71%, 50%, 50%. If we use the original window  
size, but map 10 samples (0.2 msecs) to each pixel, it changes to: 100%, 99%, 99%. In 
the synchronisation case, if  we allow an onset to be placed into an adjacent frame
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(increasing the tolerance by a factor of three), the first row changes to: 100%, 99%, 
98%.
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7.3 Tests With Live Recordings
The analysis of live solo performances was undertaken previously by the author in 
[Tait & Findlay 95]. These have not yet been considered herein, due to the inherent 
difficulty in establishing actual onset times. This means that assessment of the onset 
detection accuracy was restricted to a visual presentation of the modulus plane, with 
detected onset times marked.
In attempt to overcome this problem, the generation of a click track representing the 
results of the onset detection process was investigated. At each calculated onset time, 
a click (such as that in figure 4.1) is placed in an otherwise silent audio traek. A stereo 
audio file can then be generated, with the click track in one channel and the original 
input audio in the other. Listening to this enables a subjective assessment of the timing 
accuracy of the onset detection process.
Analysis of suitable recordings would also enable the investigation of whether the 
optimal parameters identified in the experiment could be applied to similar actual 
timbres. For example, figure 7.3 shows the results of analysing a portion of a guitar 
solo recorded from a CD [Jones 91]. The timbre was most similar to the legato muted 
guitar in the experiment, and the transformations and onset detection parameters from 
that test case gave the results shown. This example is also interesting in that several of 
the notes towards the middle are hard to distinguish, however the onset detection 
appears to give an interpretation which corresponds to that perceived on listening. #
The next example shows the application of experimental parameters and click track 
generation for a polyphonic example, previously discussed in [Tait & Findlay 95].
This is a relatively simple piano piece from [Satie 92], involving coincident and 
overlapping notes. When the transformations and parameters from the experimental 
piano timbres are used, only one onset is missed. The omission is a quiet note that 
occurs whilst the previous note is still ringing. It transpires that reducing the 
bandjthresh parameter from 14 to 11 allows the soft note to be detected, and figure
7.4 shows this result (note that the eighth onset was originally missed). It is worth 
recalling that the optimal parameter settings from the experiment were averages, and 
the adjusted parameter would have also given the optimal result for the experimental 
timbre.
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ngure 7.3 -  Real guitar recording
am plitude
"igure 7.4 -  Real piano recording.
.scale
.am plitude
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Finally, we consider an example of a recording which could not be analysed quite as 
successfully. Figure 7.5 shows the results obtained when the experimental parameters 
for the french horn timbre were applied to a recording of an actual french horn 
passage (this was used for illustration previously, and the original modulus values are 
shown in figure 3.4). The third and last onsets are accompanied by spurious 
detections, both caused by artefacts from overlapping previous notes. The french horn 
timbre in the experiment gave rise to some of the greatest errors, and it is interesting 
to see that an actual recording also poses problems. A similar difficulty arises, in that 
some way of overcoming the slow rise times seems to be required, but the application 
of adaptive normalisation does not quite have the desired effect (especially in the 
presence of so much reverberation). In summary, the example contains several 
complicating factors: the style in which the piece is played, the manner in which it 
was recorded (giving rise to considerable environmental reverberation), and also the 
presence of audience noise.
Figure 7.5 -  Real french horn recording.
By way of a final example to illustrate the technique’s flexibility, a test case 
previously employed in [Tait & Findlay 96] is used. The input sound is taken from 
[JTQ 88] and incorporates footsteps in the presence of background music. The
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problem of generating timings for each of the footsteps is considered. Figure 7.6 
shows the results of applying the analysis method which was identified as overall best, 
with parameters set as follows: change_thresh~l2 (the average), band_thresh=20 
(since there is background sound to be disregarded), and num_partials=6 (since each 
footstep involves many partials).
The location of each footstep is highlighted, the regular rhythm being interrupted by 
the scrape of a moving foot between steps eight and nine. This example illustrates the 
benefits of not relying on pitch perception, and shows that the method can be applied 
to sounds in background noise.
^igure 7.6 -  Footsteps in background music.
a
7.4 Possible Sources of Error
An issue not yet covered in this chapter involves the quantification of any systematic 
errors which may be present in the experiment. The possibility that the onset times 
used as the actual ones in the experiment differed from the physical onset times in the 
audio files must be considered (the reader may recall that onset times were calculated 
from the observed time of the first onset). Possible sources of such error include the 
following.
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® Timing inaccuracies introduced by the MIDI sequencer.
® Unpredictable delay in the production of sound by the synthesiser 
after receiving a MIDI message.
® Slight alterations in speed introduced by the process of recording 
onto tape before digitising.
Due to the lack of precise specifications, and the impossibility of observing every 
onset in the audio waveforms, it is not possible to quantify the effect of such errors. 
Direct observation of the first onset time, from which the others were calculated, 
should overcome any consistent delays.
Observation of the last onset time in several of the staccato examples gave 
discrepancies from the calculated onset times used in the experiment of between 8 and 
110 samples. To eliminate this problem, the test cases would have to be controlled 
much more tightly (for example by only using waveforms in which the onsets could 
be observed directly, or by constructing the input files from individual notes placed at 
precise times), or equipment with precise specifications would have to be employed in 
their generation. However, this is at odds with the desire to move towards test cases 
involving recordings of real performances.
7.5 C onclusions
This chapter has given a detailed assessment of the results described in the previous 
chapter, when they are considered in various contexts. It has hopefully become 
apparent that it cannot simply be stated whether such an analysis technique works or 
does not. Different contexts present a variety of criteria, and there is often an element 
of subjectivity that is difficult to account for. In spite of these difficulties, a number of 
precise measures of success have been arrived at, and the performance of the onset 
detection method illustrated.
The experimental design was also vindicated in many respects -  it has been shown 
that different transition types give different results, as do different timbres. It is for 
these reasons that a wide range of examples must be considered, and we have shown 
that an even greater range than used here would be required to illustrate any timbrai 
grouping by analysis parameters. It was largely due to the lack of any such existing 
experiment that detailed comparisons with other work proved impossible.
A persistent problem with such analysis techniques is the profusion of parameters 
which are often involved. Whilst an experienced user may be prepared to familiarise
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themselves with a complicated system, minimising the number of parameters will lead 
to more readily usable applications. We therefore considered reducing the number of 
parameters from an initial six (which gave the results in the previous chapter) to thi*ee 
and then to one. This was equivalent to fixing the analysis method (leaving only the 
onset detection parameters variable), then reducing the number of parameters 
associated with onset detection. Whilst this inevitably increased some errors, table 7.3 
shows that for a number of realistic applications this increase may be tolerable.
In summaiy, this chapter has demonstrated that the onset detection method which has 
been developed could be usefully employed in the automation of a variety of realistic 
tasks. The investigation of a wide range of timbres and unusual cases gives us some 
confidence in the method’s utility and flexibility. Finally, it has been shown that 
reasonable performance can be achieved without resorting to a large number of 
parameters.
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Chapter 8 
In Conclusion...
8.1.1 Harmonic Wavelet Analysis
The harmonic wavelet analysis of David Newland was selected, as it provided a 
particularly suitable combination of variable frequency resolution and multiple time 
resolutions. Also, this transform has not formed the basis of any other work in the 
field and this was another important reason to investigate its properties further.
The transform is easily implemented via the FFT, and we then considered 
enhancement of the modulus plane based on observations of human auditory 
perception. The result should not be thought of as an auditory model, but rather as a 
time-frequency representation with salient features enhanced via the implementation 
of a number of the observed properties of the human auditory system. Specifically, 
these were: weighting to account for varying frequency sensitivity and mappings to 
both the sone and decibel loudness scales. The application of an adaptive 
normalisation technique to overcome the problems associated with detecting slowly 
rising onsets was also described.
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In this final chapter, the thesis is summarised, before its impact on the current state of 
affairs described in chapter 2 is assessed. Ways in which the techniques described are 
limited, and the directions in which they may be developed in the future are then 
discussed.
8.1 What Has Been Achieved
Initially, the abstract task of analysing audio for some kind of internal structure was 
decomposed into the sub-problems of: segmentation, analysis of the identified 
segments, and high level interpretation. This view is widely applicable and has been 
utilised successfully in speech processing, but rarely in the analysis of musical audio. 
In a musical context, the segmentation stage is most usefully related to the task of 
detecting note onsets. It was these observations, along with the relative rarity of work 
devoted solely to onset detection, which motivated further study of the onset detection 
problem.
8 Conclusions
8.1.2 Highlighting Change and Detecting Onsets
The problem of detecting points in time at which some kind of change was taking 
place in the transformed modulus plane was investigated. The technique of forming 
two vectors representing adjacent regions of the modulus plane, and calculating a 
vector distance between them was found to be suitable for this purpose. Although 
distance measures had previously been used in assessing similarity, they had not been 
employed in the context of onset detection. Peaks in the distance measure provide 
pointers to times at which change is occurring in the modulus plane. Various types of 
change (including onsets and offsets) are highlighted by this method, and previously 
published studies concerning the nature of onsets were utilised in establishing a 
method of determining whether a particular change was indeed an onset.
8.1.3 Experimental Design f o r  Analyses of Musical Audio
It was found that there had been relatively little discussion of this aspect of previous 
work, and this motivated the detailed description of the experimental design process in 
chapter 5. We focused on the problem of properly exercising an onset detection 
technique that would be applied to various types of musical examples. However, the 
guidelines which were derived regarding the identification of variables, and the 
subsequent construction of a suitable set of test cases, would be directly applicable in 
other areas of musical analysis.
Consideration of the common structure inherent in monophonic musical examples 
allowed the identification of a number of the sources of variability in those examples. 
A list of those variables and their likely ranges was given, as was a discussion of how 
a suitable set of timbres could be selected.
Of course, the ideal solution is not always achievable in practice and the experiment 
which was conducted was inevitably somewhat restricted. It was decided that timbre 
and transition type were of crucial importance in onset detection, therefore these 
variables were investigated most thoroughly, with single test cases used to show the 
effect of others. It was also vital that actual onset times could be ascertained, and the 
use of a MIDI controlled synthesiser enabled this and other aspects of the test cases to 
be controlled.
The final set of test cases involved a piece with a repeated note and a range of 
intervals, played using 12 diverse timbres, in legato and staccato styles (where 
applicable). Separate test cases demonstrated results in the presence of reverberation, 
dynamic variation, low notes, short notes, vibrato, tremolo and drum sounds (with
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overlapping cymbals). Although it might be thought that such artificially controlled 
test cases would present a lower level of difficulty than live performances, the test 
cases were, in fact, artificially difficult in many ways. This was especially true of the 
legato pieces (which included no gaps whatsoever, when this would not be possible in 
a real performance), the repeated note (where a repeated attack was often not evident 
when no gap was present) and the additional test cases (which included extreme 
possibilities that would be rare in actuality).
8.1.4 Assessment o f  Results
In order that results can be evaluated in different contexts and compared with other 
work in the area, a precise statement of performance is required. In that respect, it is 
intended that the various methods of presentation employed in chapters 6 and 7, and 
the detailed results in appendix E, provide a detailed enough picture of the results 
obtained in the current work.
Again, previous work in the area provided few precedents for such a presentation. 
There was, therefore, little scope for comparison with published techniques and 
chapter 7 was primarily concerned with assessing the results in the context of a 
number of typical applications. As expected, a small number of timbres emerged as 
particularly problematic, and likely sources of difficulty were discussed.
After presenting the best results achieved, over a wide range of the possible parameter 
settings and modulus plane tiansformations, the possibility of restricting the method to 
a minimal number of parameters was considered. This is important if the method is to 
be incorporated in an easily usable application, and it is therefore encouraging that 
results were not vastly degraded and acceptable performance was maintained in a 
number of the application contexts.
It is important to note that, although the error tolerances set for each application were 
intended to be as representative as possible, there are no standards in this aiea. As a 
result, the figures quoted in the previous chapter provide a guide to the method's 
performance, but are not immutable. In addition, some of the difficulties in assessing 
performance have already been noted.
8.2 Main Contributions
It is the author's belief that the importance of the onset detection problem in a wide 
range of audio analyses has not been adequately acknowledged in much previous 
work in the field. A solution could also be usefully employed in a number of 
applications, some of which have been discussed in detail. Inter onset intervals
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provide cues to higher level musical structure, onsets are crucial in timbre 
classification, and onset locations can guide further analyses such as pitch 
identification. Therefore, a reliable onset detection technique, applicable to a wide 
range of timbres in vaiious situations would impinge on many of the aieas of research 
already identified.
Although the subtleties in properly assessing results have been noted, the previous 
chapter has demonstrated that the technique which has been developed could be 
applied in a range of applications, with a high degree of reliability and accuracy. In 
addition, this has been achieved without incorporating a large number of parameters. 
It has also been shown that the method is flexible enough to be applied to non- 
monophonic examples, and this idea will be expanded in the following sections.
We first turn our attention to the detailed components of the work which has been 
presented, describing the novel aspects at each stage.
8.2.1 Harmonic Wavelet Analysis
It is only relatively recently that wavelet transforms have been employed in the 
context of audio analysis. In particular, harmonic wavelet analysis has hardly been 
investigated in that context at all.
The current work has shown that the attractive theoretical properties of harmonic 
wavelet analysis can be exploited in practical applications, and that its weaknesses, in 
terms of time resolution, are not insurmountable.
The combination of wavelet analysis and perceptually motivated transforms has also 
been demonstrated, and has been found to improve the results of further analyses.
8.2.2 Highlighting Change and Detecting Onsets
The use of a distance measure in detecting onsets was central to the work. 
Minkowski's measure (with a range of exponents) was used, and various kinds of 
change in the audio have been shown to give rise to peaks in distance.
This represents a novel technique for detecting change, but to restrict the results to 
note onsets, classification of the distance peaks was required. Methods of seeking 
partial onsets have been investigated previously in the context of onset detection, but 
the prior use of a change detecting measure restricts further analysis to relevant points 
in time. There are a number of other advantages in adopting this technique. For 
example, the broadband sensitivity of the change detection method means that a 
collection of partials commencing within a short space of time, even if they are not 
rapidly rising, will produce a peak in vector distance. Also, as was illustrated in the
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discussion concerning the reduction of the number of parameters, the partial onset 
detection phase becomes less critical, since it has already been established that some 
event has taken place.
Finally, the range of parameters and analysis techniques investigated clearly 
illustrated their effect in this context, which should provide pointers for future work.
8.2.3 Experimental Design f o r  Analyses of Musical Audio
The design of a corpus of test cases became an integral part of the work at an early 
stage. This was primarily because there seemed to be no such set of benchmark pieces 7
already in existence, and this lead to some difficulty in evaluating and comparing -
previous work on audio analysis.
The framework presented in chapter 5 can therefore be seen as a first step in the 
establishment of a widely available body of pieces which could be used in evaluating 
new analysis techniques. Of course, the requirements of different techniques will vary, 
but the promotion of such practices is crucial if the field is to evolve.
8.2.4 Assessment of Results
Having established a set of test cases, assessment of the results obtained was of crucial 
importance. Again, there appeared to be too little emphasis placed on this aspect of 
previous work, and the previous chapter was intended to give as clear a picture of the 
results achieved in the current study as possible.
A number of traditional techniques were employed, but a number of domain specific 
metrics were also defined, based on the techniques employed and various potential 
applications. These showed that the restricted time resolution of the harmonic wavelet 
analysis was not as serious a restriction as might have been anticipated, and also that 
the errors which were encountered were not prohibitive when considered in the 
context of a number of realistic applications.
Further, it is hoped that the way in which the results were considered suggests ways in 
which other audio analysis techniques might also be evaluated.
8.3 Limitations
Before describing ways in which the current work might be advanced, it is important 
to consider the limitations of the techniques which have been described. Any 
assumptions made during the course of the work were stated at the appropriate places, 
and a few limitations in scope have already been mentioned.
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8.3.1 Type of Onsets Detectable
The method relies on a note onset introducing new elements in the modulus plane 
within a short space of time. Although results were previously achieved with tones 
consisting of only a single partial, and very slowly rising envelopes (see [Tait &
Findlay 95]), these are the types of timbre to which the method is least well suited.
The results in chapter 6 have verified this to some extent, and there are bound to be 
some timbres for which the deterioration in performance would be unacceptable. It is 
also likely that if partials started over an extended period of time, the peak position 
would be misleading and the onset difficult to verify. The questions of how accurately 
a listener would be able to pinpoint the onsets in such cases, and whether the decrease 
in accuracy has less impact for such timbres, have no clear' answers.
8.3.2 Extension to Polyphonic Examples
Perhaps the most interesting extension of the work would be to polyphonic input. It 
has been shown that results can be achieved in the presence of overlapping notes, and 
the method should also be somewhat resistant to background noise. However, there is 
one restriction which becomes apparent when polyphonic examples are considered. It 
has been explained that, in the monophonic case, the window size used in calculating 
average vectors for the distance measure should be less than half the length of the 
shortest note in the input. What this really means is that, ideally, no two onsets in the 
input should be closer than the combined length of the left and right windows.
In the polyphonic case, if this condition holds then peak detection and classification 
could be attempted as normal. However, it is likely that there will be coincident 
onsets, and onsets occurring very close together. The problem would then be to set a 
suitable window size, such that every onset was highlighted, whilst implementing 
some method of identifying coincident (and almost coincident) onsets. In any case, 
peaks will appear that correspond to a number of onsets which have occurred within 
such a short space of time that only one peak is evident.
8.4 Future Directions
It is hoped that the previous sections have demonstrated that the work described 
herein constitutes a valuable addition to research in the field, as well as making clear 
its limitations. It is hoped that the thesis will provide inspiration for further work, and 
in this final section, ways in which the various threads could be pursued in the future 
are discussed.
:r
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8.4.1 Harmonie Wavelet Analysis
The theoretical underpinnings of harmonic wavelet analysis have only been 
established relatively recently. It is therefore possible that advances in this area could 
facilitate improvements in the results presented here, especially since the method does 
not rely on any peculiarities of the time-frequency decomposition.
For example, the transform is not time invariant, in that identical inputs translated by 
different time periods will give rise to slightly different coefficients. A way of 
overcoming this is described in [Newland 95], but it was felt that the repeated 
calculation of the transform introduced too great a computational overhead. There is 
therefore scope for investigating the effect of using the time invariant version of the 
transform.
In addition, [Newland 94A] indicates that subsequent work will address the potential 
time resolution problems currently associated with harmonic wavelets. In the current 
context, this might be achieved by simply lowering the frequency resolution. If the 
frequency bands were wider than a single semitone, time resolution would be 
improved and it is also possible that the problems encountered with vibrato would be 
alleviated. In this situation, the gap between higher harmonics would be relied on to 
distinguish consecutive notes whose fundamentals were encompassed by the same 
frequency band.
There is also considerable potential for extending the perceptual transforms applied to 
the modulus plane, if that area was of particular interest. It has been explained why 
this aspect of the work was not heavily emphasised; however it is possible that a full 
auditory model could be based on the harmonic wavelet transform. For example, the 
division of the frequency scale can be controlled, and could be brought even closer to 
that observed in the auditory system (as in [Brookes et ai 96]). There are also various 
other observed phenomena such as masking and so on, which could be mimicked in 
the modulus plane.
In this respect, the adaptive normalisation procedure may merit further investigation. 
It does not relate directly to any psychoacoustic phenomenon, however it has been 
shown to improve results with slowly rising timbres, and its refinement may lead to 
the reduction of errors for these worst case timbres.
8 Conclusions  —
8.4.2 Highlighting Change and Detecting Onsets
When the method is broken down into its constituent stages, the ways in which it 
might be augmented become more apparent. For example, the use of smaller windows 
was shown to give more accurate results in some cases, although it was not
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appropriate in others. This suggests that greater accuracy could be obtained if some 
method of automatically detecting the optimal window size for a particular example 
could be devised. If the input could be characterised in this way, we might also then 
consider automating the selection of the onset detection parameters, or even adjusting 
these during the course of a single analysis.
Although this may seem overly optimistic, there was one source of information which 
was not explored in depth. Chapter 4 showed that different timbres (specifically, a rim 
shot and a french horn) produced markedly different types of peak in their distance 
functions. The percussive sound had two prominent and narrow peaks (one onset and 
one offset); whereas the slower onset generally gave rise to wider, more complicated 
peaks. It is therefore possible that the distance function as a whole may provide 
interesting information about the input audio, aside from just peak locations. For 
example, the shape and extent of peaks may guide further analyses.
A range of exponents were tested when calculating the distance, but there are other 
distance measures aside from Minkowski's measure. Although [Feiten & Gunzel 93] 
found that most suitable, the context was somewhat different and the investigation of 
other distance measures for onset detection would be of interest.
Finally, we might consider what the distance measure was comparing. Calculation of 
the average vector in each window met most of the requirements of onset detection, 
but how might changes such as those in the example with glissandi be highlighted? 
Due to the continuous change in this case, the form of the peaks was again quite 
different to that in other cases, and further study here may provide clues. If we wish to 
disregard such smooth changes (or categorise them in a more precise fashion), the 
comparison between windows must be more elaborate. For example, if we could 
identify lines of significant modulus values in the modulus plane, a distance measure 
could be calculated based on whether these continue or are broken at a specific point 
in time. This idea can be related to the synchrony strands of [Cooke 93]. An 
implementation would both give rise to negligible distance in the presence of glissandi 
and continuous variations, whilst providing information on their shape.
Of course, this is considerably advanced from the current work and simpler extensions 
to the distance measure might also be considered. For example, the modulus values 
could be weighted based on the idea that those near the point in time under 
consideration are more important than those at the outer edge of each window. This 
would be a first step towards incorporating relevant aspects of the partials' timing in 
the analysis.
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Lastly, the identification of other types of change has not been considered -  offsets 
were often visible in the musical examples, and the application of the method to data 
other than sound would be possible.
8.4.3 Experimental Design for Analyses of Musical Audio
The experimental design of chapter 5 was intended to be sufficiently detailed for the 
task of exercising many analyses based on monophonic musical audio. Continuation 
of this process should be aimed at utilising the idea for other types of analyses, and 
constructing similar such designs for analyses of polyphonic examples.
The most obvious way in which the test cases themselves might be altered is via the 
use of recordings of real performances. Ideally, ways in which such performances 
might be captured along with precise timing information should be investigated. For 
example, sensors which can be attached to musical instruments aie sometimes used to 
synchronise other aspects of a performance, and the expertise accumulated in this field 
may provide a solution. Another possibility may be the use of software based physical 
models of real instruments, to provide a combination of realism and controllability. 
Also, although the domain was restricted to monophonic musical examples, some 
potential in the analysis of polyphonic examples has been demonstrated, and 
previously published examples have included the location of footsteps in background 
music [Tait & Findlay 96]. This suggests that further work might include detailed 
investigations of performance in such situations.
8.4.4 Assessment of Results
Assuming that the audio examples used are accompanied by precise timing 
information, the biggest problem in assessing results is deriving suitable metrics for 
the purpose. Only the synchronisation case could be precisely quantified with some 
confidence, and even then we saw that different timbres may imply different 
tolerances. This may seem unusual, however it seems reasonable that the precise 
timing of a timbre with a long rise time should not be as crucial as that of a percussive 
timbre.
What is required is a study of the type of applications which arise, and the levels of 
accuracy demanded by typical users of those applications. Such a study would provide 
greater insights than considerations of auditory acuity, or the theoretical scenarios of 
the previous chapter.
Another aspect of this part of the work which is open to further study is the 
comparison of various existing techniques based on some single benchmark set of test
I
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cases. This task has been pursued with various high level analyses (see [Desain & 
Honing 94]), and would also be of value in the context of low level audio analyses. 
Finally, we have only considered assessing the results for their accuracy. However, if 
a large body of test cases were analysed, useful information concerning the best 
parameter sets and types of analysis for different timbres may be amassed.
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Custom Voices
Table A .l -  Voices 15.1 (Cello), C4.2 (Steel Drum) and 18.8 (Timpani).
Com m on
Configuration A-B A-B A-B
Effect Dep 0 0 0
Wheel PM O ff Off Off
Envelope AR +68 +8
Vector
Level Y-18
Detune X+7, Y-5
Elem ent Tone A
Wave 040 007 049
Freq Shift +12 + 12
Velocity Sense +3 + 1 + 1
LFO AM 11 0
LFO PM 10 0
LFO Rate 44
LFO Spd 6 21
Elem ent Tone B
Wave 078
Freq Shift -12
Volume 0 0
Velocity Sense + 1
LFO PM 0
Table A .l gives parameter settings for the non-preset SY 22 voices used in the 
experiment o f Chapter 6. These were Cello (15.1), Steel Drum(C4.2) and Timpani
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(18.8). If a voice is initialised (by selecting 'init. voice’ in the setup menu), then 
adjusting the parameters specified above to the values shown gives the timbre which 
was used in the experiment. Parameters which remain unchanged, or become 
irrelevant as a result of other settings, are not specified.
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Appendix B 
Algorithms and Implementation
This appendix gives more detailed descriptions of the algorithms mentioned 
throughout the text, and discusses some implementation issues. Pseudo-code is given, 
however detailed error checking and so on are not shown. Of course, there will be 
many ways of accomplishing the same tasks, however it is hoped that the methods 
presented here are readily understood. All of the analyses were implemented in the 
application described in appendix D, which also provided screen shots and the 
framework in which to conduct the main experiment.
BA  Harmonic Wavelet Analysis
The input audio is converted to the application's internal signal format in a 
representation-dependent fashion, such that the maximum possible sample value is 
mapped to 1 and the minimum to -1. The resulting signal is used for display and 
further analysis.
The first step of the wavelet analysis is to calculate a Fourier Transform of the signal. 
The FFT algorithm (from [Press 92]) expects N  = 2'" input samples, so the selected 
sample range is first zero-padded to the next power of 2, and we will denote this 
signal x(t). The discrete Fourier transform is then as follows.
X(k)  =
r = 0
The non-negative part of the spectrum contains +1 complex coefficients, three 
of which are copied directly (the purely real values representing zero and the Nyquist 
frequency, and the first complex coefficient). The remainder are partitioned into 
frequency bands -  various schemes are possible, and octave bands (doubling in size) 
were used initially. However, these were then further partitioned into 12 semitone
bands, each having 2 ’^  as many coefficients as the previous. Of course, this raises a 
number of issues: firstly, not all octave bands contain enough coefficients to be 
subdivided into semitones and also, the size of many bands will not be an exact 
integer. These are resolved by only subdividing octaves in which there are enough 
coefficients to create semitone bands of at least 2 coefficients, and rounding the limits
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of the semitone bands to the nearest integer (this introduces only a small error, as 
discussed in [Newland 94A]).
The FFT is calculated in place, and the first complex coefficient will be at position 3 
in the original signal array (indexed from 1..N). This is considered to be the first 
octave scale level (0 ,)  in the wavelet transform, consisting of only one coefficient,
and there are m ~ 1 octaves in total. The first index and number of coefficients in a 
given octave 0 . can be calculated as follows.
octave _start_index(©i) = +2
octave _num_coejfs{<c>;) = 2'“'
Given this information, we can test whether an octave has enough coefficients to be 
subdivided into semitones (others are disregarded in further processing). It happens 
that octave number six, with 32 coefficients commencing at index 34, is the first such 
octave.
The first index in an octave to be subdivided is also the first index in the first semitone 
band in that octave. If a semitone band in octave 0 . is denoted S^ j (where j  ranges
from 1 to 12), then the first index of each semitone band can be calculated as follows.
semitone_ Start_index{S^j) — round(octave_start_index{&-)x 2 )
An inverse FFT is then performed on each semitone band thus delimited, giving a 
number of complex wavelet coefficients representing equal-length periods of time in 
the original signal. In semitone band Sjj, the wavelet coefficient S-j^ . could be
calculated from the Fourier components in the band as follows.
. start+Njj~\
^ijc~ —  where start = semitone_ start_index{S.j),
^ i j  k = s t a r t
N-. is the number of coefficients in the semitone level as calculated from successive 
start indices, and coefficients are numbered from zero.
Again, the FFT algorithm used expects the length of its input to be a power of two, so 
zero padding may be required. Assuming that FFT and EFFT subroutines are available, 
that will allocate memory and perform zero padding to the next power of two as 
required, the wavelet analysis stage can be accomplished as in the following pseudo­
code.
frequency, num„coeffs : array(1 ..max_scale_levels) of Integer;
— store corresponding frequency and number of coefficients for each scale level 
type Scale„level is array (Integer range <>) of Float;
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scale : array (1 ..max_scale_levels) of ScaleJevel;
subdivlsions:=1 2;
FFT(X[1..N]); 
level:=1 ;
num_octaves:==log2(N)-1 ; 
for octave in 1 ..num_octaves loop 
octave_start:=(2**(i"1 ))+2; 
octave_num _coeffs:=2**(i-l ); 
if (octav0_num_coeffs>(subdivisions*2 )) then  
for semitone in 1 ..subdivisions loop
actuaLstart:=octave„start*(2**((semitone-1 ) / 1 2)); 
next_actuaLstart:=octave_start_index*(2**((sem itone)/1 2)); 
semitone_start:=round(actuaLstart); 
next_semitone_start;=round(next_actuaLstart); 
num _coeffs[!evel]:=next_sem itone_start-sem itone„start; 
scale[level]:=IFFT(X[semitone_start..next_semitone_start“1 ]); 
frequency [levei]:=actuaLstart; 
level:=level+1 ; 
end loop; 
else
-disregard these octaves  
end if; 
end loop;
max__level;=levels-1 ;
The reader will note the derivation of associated frequency from the calculated start 
index of each semitone band in the above (for later use). The relationship of the 
harmonic wavelet decomposition to the equal-tempered musical scale is stated in 
[Newland 94A] as follows. Given the customary tuning of A to 440 Hz, middle C 
would have a frequency of 261.6 Hz. Conveniently, the closest band in the harmonic 
wavelet analysis covers the range 256 to 271.2 Hz (the nearest actual starts), thus 
straddling the expected value (other notes and semitone bands ai’e related similaiiy).
At this point, the wavelet coefficients have been calculated and are available for 
further processing. However, much of this processing utilises time slices from the 
time-frequency plane. The derivation of these requires calculation to traverse the 
variable resolution scale levels. As this is done so often, a regular two-dimensional 
structure is created in which each scale level contains the same number of coefficients 
as the highest resolution level. This is done by simply replicating coefficients in lower 
scale levels, and results in an array of coefficients HWAj^ where the possible values
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of T (time) and 5 (semitone) range from 1 up to the maximum values calculated, 
according to the properties of the input audio. Continuing the above code in a similar 
fashion, this could be expressed as follows.
type Vector is array(1 ..max_scale_levels) of Float;
HWA : array(1 ..max_tlme) of Vector;
time_djvs:=num_coeffs[max_level];
for level in 1 ..max_level loop
factor:=time_dlvs/num_coeffs[level]; 
for coeff in 1 ..num_coeffs[level] loop 
coef f_sta rt :=(coef f-1 )*factor; 
for offset in 1 ..factor loop 
tim e:=coeff_sta rt+of fset;
FiWA[time][level]:=scale[level] [coeff]; 
end loop; 
end loop;
end loop;
An associated array of modulus values can now be calculated from each complex 
coefficient in the usual fashion.
M odj, =  ^ReiHW A^sŸ +  Im(
The modulus values are then normalised for further processing and display (discussed 
further in appendix C), by finding the maximum value in the whole plane, and |
dividing every modulus value by it. The following code fragments illustrate the 
calculation of modulus values combined with finding the maximum, followed by 
normalisation.
' i
mod : array(1 ..max„time) of Vector; 
max_mod:=0;
for level in 1 ..max_level loop 
for time in 1 ..time_dlvs loop 
mod [time] [level] :=
sqrt(Re(HWA[time][level])**2+lm(HWA[time][level])**2); 
if mod[time][level]>max_mod then  
max_mod:=mod[time] [level]; 
end if; 
end loop; 
end loop;
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for level in 1 ..max_level loop 
for time in 1 ..time„divs loop
mod[time] [level] :=mod[time][level]/max„mod; 
end loop; 
end loop;
As is stated in [Newland 95], the wavelet coefficients are derived using two 
applications of the FFT on the input data, so that (since the modulus calculation and 
normalisation aie 0(n))  the whole algorithm is 0(nlog(n)).
B.2 Perceptual Transforms
This section describes the details of the loudness scales and weighting applied to the 
modulus plane.
B.2.1 Loudness Scales
Two units of loudness were investigated: the decibel and the sone. The number of 
decibels corresponding to some amplitude A is calculated as follows.
decibels = 20 log 10
K
■ i
Usually, Aq is a reference amplitude intended to represent the thieshold of hearing (at
some reference frequency), however the normalisation applied to the modulus plane 
made such a reference inappropriate. Therefore, A^ was set to the smallest amplitude
which would be mapped to a grey value for display (as it happens, 50 grey levels were 
used so that Aq = 0.02).
The following formula is used to calculate a number of sones from some amplitude A 
[Stevens 55].
sones — kA^'^
In general, k is dependent on units used -  again, there was no obvious candidate so it 
was set to 1.
To implement these scales, each modulus value Mod^^ is treated as an amplitude and 
mapped to a loudness value according to one of the above formulae. This involves a 
straightforward traversal of the modulus plane as follows.
A_zero:=0.02;
for level In 1 ..max_level loop 
for time in 1 ..time_divs loop
mod[time][level]:=20*logl O(mod[time][!evel]/A_zero);
— e.g. decibel scale
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end loop;
end loop;
— renormalise, as above
Finally, the modulus plane is re-normalised (as above) after mapping to either 
loudness scale. The whole process involves first performing one of the above 
calculations for each modulus value (during which, the maximum is again found), and 
then dividing each value by the maximum to re-normalise the plane (so that it is 
0{n)).
B.2.2 Equal Loudness Weighting
Figure B .l graphs the loudness weightings which were applied to the output of the 
wavelet analysis. The graph shows weights for frequencies ranging from 0 Hz to 
22050 Hz.
igure B.l -  Loudness weighting function.____________________________________
weight
frequency
This piece wise linear approximation was derived in [Stevens 72] from the results of 
many studies of loudness perception, and the original graph in that paper was used to 
calculate the breakpoints in the following table.
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S
Table B .l -  Frequency-weighting breakpoints.
frequency
weighting
80 Hz 1 400 Hz 1 1250H z I s 150 Hz 8000 Hz 12500 Hz
0.62 IŒ83 |0 .8 T 1 1.0 1.0 0.83
A function which would cover the required range of frequencies was created by linear 
extrapolation of the first and last line segments to the high and low values not covered 
in the survey. The scale levels in the wavelet analysis are then traversed, the centre 
frequency of each being used to derive a weighting, which is then applied to the 
modulus values in that semitone band. Obviously, this process is 0{n ) , so that it does 
not adversely affect the efficieney of the overall analysis (pseudo-code is given 
below).
function welght(freq:Float) return Float is 
Float w1 :=0.62,w 2:=0.83,w 3:=1.0;
Float f1 ;=80,f2:=400,f3:=1250,f4:=31 50,f5:=8000,f6:=1 2500; 
begin
if (freq>f6) then — extrapolated
return w 2-(((w 3-w 2)/(f6-f5))*(freq-f6)); 
elsif (freq>fS) then
return w 3-(((freq-f5)/(f6-f5))*(w 3-l2)); 
elsif (freq>f4) then  
return w3; 
elsif (freq>f3) then
return w 2+(((freq-f3)/(f4-f3))*(w 3-l2)); 
elsif (freq>f2) then  
return w2; 
elsif (freq>f1 ) then
return w1 +(((freq-f 1 ) / (f2-f 1 ))*(w2-l 1 )); 
else  -  extrapolate
return w1 -(((w2-w1 )/(f2-f1  ))*(f1 -freq)); 
end weight;
for level in 1 „max_level loop 
for time in 1 ..time_divs loop
mod[time] [level] :=weight(frequency[levei])*mod[tlme] [level]; 
end loop; 
end loop;
— renormalise, as above
i
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B.3 Adaptive Normalisation
This technique was outlined in §6.2.1, and a detailed description of the algorithm is 
now given.
The modulus plane is scanned along the time axis, and the maximum modulus value at 
each time position is found. Initially, the axis was divided into windows, but the 
technique was found to be most useful when this stage was as responsive as possible, 
so time slices (at the resolution of the highest scale level) were eventually used. In 
other words, for each time slice Modj. (including all possible values of S), a 
maximum value MuXy is found.
These maximum values are then used as a guide to scaling the modulus values. To
ensure that discontinuities are not introduced, smoothing is again used (a small
number of adjacent maxima are averaged at each point). The maxima are then
traversed, and if a value is above some threshold (representing silence), all the
modulus values at that point in time are divided by it (so that the maximum itself is
scaled to 1). So that artificial discontinuities aie not introduced, maximum values less
f  threshold -1than the threshold are divided by 1+ ----------------- x maximum which goes from 1V threshold )
to threshold as the maximum goes from 0 to threshold. Pseudo-code for this process is
given below.
maxima : array(1 ..max_time) of Float;
for time in 1 ..tlme_divs loop 
maxima[time];=0; 
for level in 1 ..max_level loop
if mod[time][level]>maxima[time] then  
maxima[time]:=mod[time] [level]; 
end if; 
end loop; 
end loop;
smooth(maxima[l ..time_divs]);
for time in 1 ..time_divs loop
If maxima[time]>;=threshold then  
divisor:=maxima[time]; 
else
divisor:=1 +(((threshold-1 )/threshold)*maxima[time]); 
end if;
for level in 1 ..max_level loop
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mod[time][level]:=mod[time][level]/divisor; 
end loop; 
end loop;
This involves 2 passes over the modulus plane and, like the other transformations, is 
0{n ) .
B.4 Vector Distance
When implementing analyses of the wavelet transform, its multiresolution nature 
presents some interesting options. It has been explained that the coefficients aie 
treated as a rectangulai' array, with redundancy at lower resolution scale levels. Based 
on the description of the method already given in chapter 4, it is evident that if a given 
scale level has coefficients whose extent in time is greater than the windows used in 
the analysis (for example), then that level will affect the vector distance much less 
than higher resolution levels (since it changes less often). Thus, there is also 
redundancy in the calculation which could be exploited to give more efficient 
algorithms. That said, pseudo-code for the most straightforward algorithm will be 
given.
Calculation of vector distance involves first deriving average vectors from the two 
windows under consideration (note that these aie stored for the onset detection phase). 
Repeatedly calculating the average would give an algorithm approaching 0{rd ) (for 
long windows), so a running average is used which keeps the calculation 0{n) (as 
shown below).
function dlvide„vector(v,d) return Vector is 
— divide each element of V by d
— the following operations are defined for pairs of vectors VI and V2 with equal 
numbers of elements
function sum_vectors(v1 ,v2) return Vector is
-  result_vector[i]:=v1 [i]+v2[i]
function subtract_vectors(v1 ,v2) return Vector is
-  result„vector[i]:=v2[i]-v1 [i]
function minkowski(v1 ,v2:Vector;exp:integer) return Float Is 
float sum:=0; 
begin
for element in 1 ..num_elements loop
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sum :=sum+(abs(v2[element]-v1 [element])**exp); 
end loop;
— apply root (not in adopted method) 
return sum**(1/exp); 
end minkowski;
vector_distance : array(1 ..max_time) of Float := (1 ..max_time=>0); 
left„avg_vec,right_avg„vec,left„sum „vec,right_sum _vec : Vector;
B.5 Peak Detection
A detailed description of the peak detection method was also given in chapter 4. 
However, a pseudo-code version of the algorithm is included for clarity.
The verification of a potential peak at time t involves simply checking the pealc height 
against a percentage threshold, and counting the number of successive decreases in 
amplitude on each side of the peak (as shown below, using parameters as in the text).
%
left_sum_vec:=sum _vectors(m od[1 ..window_size]); 
right_sum_vec:=sum_vectors(mod[(window_size+1 )..(2*wlndow„size)]); 
for time in (window_size+1 )..(time_divs-window_size) loop
left„avg_vec[time]:=dlvlde„vector(left_sum_vec,window_size); 
right_avg_v0c[t!me]:=divid0_vector(right_sum_vec,window_size); 
vector_dlstance[time]:=minkowskl(left_avg_vec[time],
right_avg_vec[tim e],p); 
left_sum _vec:=subtract_vectors(l0ft_sum„vec,mod[time-window_siz0 ]); 
I0ft_sum _v0c:=add_v0ctors(l0ft__sum_v0c,mod[time]); 
right„sum„vec:=subtract„vectors(right„sum„vec,mod[time]); 
right_sum_v0c:=add_vectors(right_sum_vec,mod[tim 0+window_size]); 
end loop;
Iif ((vector„dlstanc0 [t]*100)>peak„thresh) then  
i:=1;
while ((vector_distanc0 [t+i]>vector_d[stanc0 [t+i+1 ]) and
(v0ctor„distance[t-i]>vector„distanc0 [t-i-1 ])) loop
i:=i+1; 
end loop;
if (i>p0ak_reqd) then  
-- peak at time t 
end if; 
end if;
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B.6 Peak Classification
Again, the peak classification technique was explained in chapter 4. However, a 
precise version of the algorithm is presented here. Given a potential onset time t, and 
onset detection paiameters as defined in the text, the following pseudo-code segment 
implements the onset detection method (note that the average vectors stored in the 
vector distance calculation are utilised).
partlaLonsets:=0; 
if (t-last_onset tim e>m injen) then  
for level in 1 ..max_level loop
if (right_avg_vec[time][level]>band_thresh) then
diff:=right_avg_vec[tim e][level]-left_avg_vec[tim e] [level]; 
pc_change:=(diff/left„avg„vec[tim e][level])*100; 
if (pc_change>change_thresh) then  
partial_onsets:=partial_onsets+1 ; 
end If; 
end If; 
end loop;
if (partiaLonsets>num_partials) then  
-  onset at time t  
end if; 
end if;
A potential problem with the above algorithm arises when clusters of nearby peaks 
(separated by less than min__len) are considered. If a number of nearby peaks would all 
qualify as onsets, the above technique selects the first. However, it could be argued 
that the highest peak in such a group should be selected, and this was the method 
which was actually used.
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Formats and Conventions
This appendix describes the data formats and graphing conventions which are used 
throughout this document.
C.1 General Graphing Conventions
All of the analyses were conducted using the application described in Appendix D, 
and all of the resulting graphs (and audio waveforms) were screen shots from that 
application. In addition, it should be noted that all of the graphs are normalised, both 
horizontally and vertically. This eases comparisons, but implies that different scales 
are relevant to each. Partly for this reason, detailed scales are not shown, although 
indications of the extremes on the axes are given.
C.2 Audio
All of the audio examples consist of 16-bit samples at a rate of 44.1 kHz, which were 
captured using the inbuilt hardware on a Sun SPARCstation-10 and stored as Sun 
audio files. The graphs (of amplitude against time) were produced by plotting the 
maximum and minimum samples in a sliding window as in [Foster et al 82]. 
Normalisation is applied, so that the graphs are not all to the same scale — they are 
shown the same size for clarity and ease of comparison with diagrams of other 
analyses, although the sounds were not all of the same duration.
C.3 Wavelet Analyses
The wavelet analyses show semitone level against time. For each complex coefficient, 
the modulus value is calculated and mapped to a grey scale level. A filled rectangle is 
then drawn, having relatively the same extent in time and frequency as the 
corresponding coefficient. Having said this, the semitone levels often do not cover 
exactly the same number of pixels on the Y-axis. This is because normalisation is 
again employed, and rounding implies that the vertical extent of semitone levels in the 
graphs may vary slightly. Finally, the grey levels are converted to dot densities when 
printed in black and white.
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C.4 Vector Distance
The graphs of vector distance against time are also normalised, so that the height of 
peaks in different graphs cannot be compared. Another point to note in these graphs is 
that they are plotted so as to occupy the same horizontal space as the waveforms and 
modulus planes. This implies some degree of zero padding at the beginning and end 
(since vector distances are not calculated when either the left or right window would 
extend beyond the end of the data).
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Application Guide
All o f the analyses and almost all o f the diagrams in this work were generated using 
an application written by the author. This appendix describes its operation (note that 
the conventions used in displaying the various types o f data are described in appendix 
C).
D.1 The Main Window
Figure D. 1 shows the main window, which allows the user to view and edit an audio 
waveform, as well as selecting portions for further analysis.
Figure D. 1 -  Main window. 
@  crawfs S I B
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The grey bar beneath the lower waveform is the selection indicator , showing which 
part o f the audio is currently selected. Above that, the global display  always shows 
the whole envelope o f the currently loaded sound (or a test waveform initially), whilst 
a close up o f the current selection is shown above in the zoom display. Lastly, the 
uppermost panel g ives access to various functions, described in the fo llow ing  
subsections.
D.1.1 Loading A Sound
Clicking the load  button displays a window like that in figure D.2. This shows the 
current directory and its contents. Navigation is achieved by clicking on a directory 
name (or ‘GO UP A LEVEL/’) followed by clicking open.
Sound or state files (see D. 1.6) are opened similarly. An error m essage w ill be 
displayed on attempting to open a sound file which is not o f  a supported type 
(currently supported are mono .au files o f either 8KHz ulaw encoding, or 44.1 KHz 16 
bit encoding). State files are recognised by suffix only.
Figure D.2 -  Load window. 
@  Load @  B
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The button labelled run experiment is used to run the experiment described in Chapter 
5 in the current directory. This involves opening every file with the suffix ‘.ons’ —  
these are expected to contain a list o f actual onset times. For all such files, the
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corresponding state file is opened, and a range of analyses conducted (as described in 
chapter 6). The results are summarised in a number of files left in the current 
directory. If the state file is not present, the corresponding audio file is opened and a 
state file generated.
D.1.2 Viewing Information About the Sound
Clicking the view  header info button displays a window like that in figure D.3, 
showing the information contained in the currently loaded file’s header (this cannot be 
edited).
Figure D.3 -  Info window. 
@  info [H 2 ]
D.1.3 Adjusting the Selection
The current selection can be altered in a number of ways. The simplest is by clicking 
the left and middle mouse buttons in either the g loba l d isp la y  or the selection  
indicator to set the beginning and end of the selection (respectively). The pair of 
sample values representing the current selection are shown in the uppermost panel, 
and these can be edited directly by clicking on them and typing.
Lastly, the wavelet analysis (described in appendix B) is designed to take input 
containing a number of samples equal to some power of two. This is not crucial (as 
zero padding takes place when necessary), however most efficient use of the wavelet 
analysis is achieved by first clicking the button labelled select next pow er o f  2. This 
simply extends the current selection (if possible), so that it contains a number of 
samples equal to some power of two.
D.1.4 Editing the Sound
Three types of editing are possible via a pop-up menu accessed by clicking on the 
button labelled deleteV . The sound can be trimmed by choosing delete left o f  selection  
or delete right o f selection. These remove the required portion of the sound and update 
the display and other information accordingly. The delete selection  function is similar.
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except that the parts of the sound before and after the selection are joined to create the 
new sound.
D.1.5 Playing the Sound
The current selection can be played via the internal audio device of the machine on 
which the application is running. Clicking the play selection button shows the window 
in figure D.4.
Figure D.4 -  Play window.® P/ay I  a s
The slider can be moved to adjust the playback volume, and clicking the play button 
sends the current selection to the audio device (note that play cannot be interrupted).
D.1,6 Saving
The (potentially edited) .au file can be saved by clicking the button labelled saveV  
and choosing .au. This causes the dialogue box in figure D.5 to be displayed, which 
allows the name of the saved file to be specified and the file to be written (by clicking 
save). The name must have the suffix ‘.au’, and this will be appended if it is not typed. 
Care should be taken as any existing file of the same name will be overwritten without 
warning.
Figure D.5 -  Naming a file for saving.a  -Saw? a  s
In addition, if any further analyses have been carried out, they can be saved in what is 
known as a state file by choosing the state option via the saveV  button. This simply 
replaces the ‘.au’ suffix in the name with ‘.st’ and saves the audio, wavelet analysis 
(plus transformations) and vector distance function in a single file (again, existing 
state files of the same name are overwritten without warning).
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D.2 The Harmonie Wavelet Analysis Window
Clicking the button labelled wavelet analysis in figure D.1 causes a harmonic wavelet 
analysis of the current selection to be performed (as described in appendix B), and the 
results displayed in a window like that in figure D.6.
This has a similar form to the main window, with a control panel, zoom display and 
global display arranged similarly. The main difference is that the two-dimensional 
nature of the data calls for two selection indicators (to the left of and below the global 
display).
Figure D.6 -  Wavelet analysis window. 
@  Harmonic Wa\/e!et Analysis @  g ]
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D.2.1 Display Options
Either the modulus or phase plane can be displayed, and the user specifies which by 
clicking on one of the choices labelled mod and phase.
The other display option dictates whether the data is shown as grey scale boxes, or 
plotted as a series of line segment graphs. This is set similarly using the choices 
labelled greys and plots.
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D.2.2 Adjusting the Selection
The area of the plane currently selected is represented by a pair of scale (or semitone) 
levels, and a pair of times (or coefficients). Because of the multiresolution nature of 
the data, the lower scale value dictates the resolution of the time selection.
As in the main window, the selection can be changed by typing in values directly. 
However, clicking in the global display has no effect on the selection -  clicks of the 
left and right mouse buttons in each of the selection indicators change their upper and 
lower values (respectively).
D.2.3 Perceptual Transforms
The perceptual transformations described in appendix B can be carried out by clicking 
on the button labelled transforms^/. This raises a pop-up menu, listing the available 
transforms. A given transform is applied to the whole modulus plane (regardless of 
current selection), and is applied to the current plane (so that several transforms may 
be applied in sequence).
In addition, the graph of equal loudness weightings (figure B .l) can be displayed by 
clicking the button labelled loud weights.
D.2.4 Further Analysis
The vector distance function (described in chapter 4) can be calculated by clicking 
vector distance, which raises the window described in the next section. The results of 
this calculation can be overlaid on the modulus plane by clicking the button labelled 
distfunc. Lastly, the button labelled peaks is included for convenience, and behaves 
identically to that described later in section D.3.3.
D.3 The Vector Distance Window
Clicking on the button labelled vector distance in the wavelet analysis window causes 
the vector distance function to be calculated for the current selection, and displayed as 
in figure D.7. The settings of the various parameters involved in calculating the 
function, as well as the peak and onset detection parameters, are shown uppermost in 
the window. These are named exactly as in chapter 4, where detailed descriptions are 
given.
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Figure D.7 -  Vector distance window. [g Vector Distance [g g]
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D.3.1 Changing Analysis Parameters
All parameters are initially set to default values, but can be adjusted by simply 
clicking and typing (with the exception of whether or not the root is taken in the 
calculation of Minkowski's measure, which is switched on and off by clicking in the 
checkbox labelled root ). Changing any of the parameters involved in calculation of 
the vector distance causes the function to be recomputed and the display updated. 
Alteration of the peak or onset detection parameters results in the audio, wavelet 
analysis and vector distance displays being redrawn (so that any previously generated 
peak marks are removed).
D.3.2 Smoothing the Vector Distance Plot
The vector distance function can be smoothed, by averaging of adjacent values. This 
is accomplished by clicking in the field labelled smooth: and typing the number of 
values to average. The new smoothed function is then computed, and the display 
updated.
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D.3.3 Locating Peaks and Onsets
In interpreting the vector distance function, the user can choose to find all peaks, or 
only those identified as onsets, by highlighting the required option in the choices 
labelled onsets and all. Clicking on the button labelled peaks then causes the function 
to be analysed, and the resulting points highlighted by vertical marks on the audio, 
wavelet analysis and vector distance displays.
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Detailed Results
This appendix supplements the results given in chapters 6 and 7, and is similarly 
organised (separating the main body of tests from the others, and presenting the 
results of the tests on the main body both by timbre and by method).
E.1 Main Body
Again, the results in this section were obtained from the legato and staccato versions 
of the timbres listed in 6.1.
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E.1.1 Results by Timbre
Table E. 1 lists the results by timbre, corresponding to those plotted in the graph of 
figure 6.7. The average error (over all seven notes) is given, along with the minimum 
and maximum errors. The next 2 columns correspond to the number of early 
detections and the number of late detections. These are followed by the analysis 
parameters (exponent, loudness scale and an indication of whether or not adaptive 
normalisation was applied). Lastly, the averages of all the onset detection parameter 
sets which resulted in the lowest average error are given (often many parameter sets 
produce the same average error).
Table E.2 is similar, but shows the effect of applying the root in M inkowski’s 
measure.
The last of the experiments conducted on the main body of test cases was to 
investigate the effect of applying peak adjustment. The results of this (with no root 
applied) are given in Table E.3. In this case, the peak adjustment technique dominates 
the results, so that many sets of analysis parameters produce the same average 
difference. The table is thus partitioned into sets of parameters for each timbre.
E Detailed Results
Table E .l -  No root applied, no peak adjustment (overall average error=411).
I-
cello 1415 356 2396 1 6 1 sone yes 69______ 0 8_______ I
cello_stacc 306 4 588 5 2 1 sone yes 83 6 17 7
dist„gtr 278 26 1270 3 4 4 dB no 75 5 19 :l
dist_gtr_stacc 71___ M___ 134 4 1 i g ___ no 76______ 4_______ 2§_____ 1
flute 1062 378 1710 1 6 3 dB yes 73 2 5
flute_stacc 191 38 310 3 4 3 dB yes 72 3 17
horn M 4 .... 4g___ 1750 1 2 i g ___ yes ______ 3________ n _____ ■1
horn_stacc 731 344 1160 0 7 1 sone no 72 2 17
marimba 238 56 576 4 3 3 dB no 71 2 15
mute_gtr 151 6____ 306 4 2 1 __ no 73______ 3________ 23_____
Îmute_gtr_stacc 294 110 478 7 0 5 dB no 73 3 24
oboe 860 680 1128 1 6 3 sone no 74______ 2_______ 15
oboe_stacc 572 440 800 0 7 5 dB no 72______ 3________ 23
organ 548 83 811 2 5 3 dB yes 77 4 20
organ_stacc 167 31 375 6 1 3 sone yes 65 3 50
pno 323 72 1056 2 5 1 sone no 72 3 14
pno__stacc 66 4 220 5 2 1 sone no 73 2 14 1
sax 297 j 6 ___ 600 0 7 1 sone no 72______ 3_______ 33_____ Î
sax_stacc 151 62 270 2 5 1 dB no 73______ 14_______ 29
steel 178 45 355 5 2 5 dB no 86 5 23
152 44 228 6 1 1 dB no 75______ 3________ 16 ."i
timp_stacc 138 31 311 7 0 2 sone no 75______ 4 15 it
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Table E.2 -  Root applied, no peak adjustment (overall average error=407).
BPBBCT
cello 1469 164 2332 2 2 i sone no 75 6 3_______
cello_stacc 306 4 588 5 2 1 sone yes 83 6 17
dist_gtr 278 26 1270 3 4 4 dB no 76 5 20
71___ 14 134 4 2 1 2B___ no 76______ 4 28
flute 939 506 1454 1 6 5 dB yes 73 2 5
flute„stacc 191 38___ 310 i 1 2 __ yes 72 3_______ 17
horn 844 42 1750 1 2 2 dB ^es____ 64______ 3_______ 13
horn_stacc 731 344 1160 2 L 1 sone no 72______ 2_______ 17
marimba 238 56___ 576 1 2 2 dg__ no 70 2_______ f7_____
mute_gtr 151 6____ 306 1 2 i g __ no 73______ 3________ 26_____
mute_gtr_stacc 294 110 478 7 0 5 dB no 73 3 26
oboe 860 680 1128 1 2 2 sone no 74______ 2_______ 15_____
oboe_stacc 572 440 800 2 L 2 dB no 72 3 23
organ 548 83 811 2 5 3 dB yes 77 4 20
organ_stacc 167 31 375 6 1 3 sone yes 65 3 50
pno__________ 323 72 1056 2 2 i sone no 72______ 3________ jl4_____
pno_stacc 66 4 220 5 2 1 sone no 73 2 14
sax 297 16 600 2 2 1 sone no 72______ 3________ 33_____
sax_stacc 151 62___ 270 2 2 i dB no 73 4 29_____
steel 178 45 355 5 2 5 dB no 86 5 23
timp 152 44 228 6 1 1 dB no 75 3 16
timp_stacc 138 31 311 7 0 2 sone no 75 4 15
!
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Table E.3 -  No root applied, with peak adjustment (overall average difference=503).
Table E.3 continues over..
1 W m eSm
cello 926 228 1580 1 6 1 dB yes 93 5 5
cello„stacc 458 52 1340 4 3 1 dB yes 73 3 20
cello_stacc 458 52 1340 4 3 2 dB yes 73 3 22
cello_stacc 458 52___ 1340 1 2 2 ÆB_ _ _ _ _ _ _ yes 73______ 3_______ 16_____
cello_stacc 458 52 1340 4 3 4 dB yes 73 3 16
:dist_gtr 367 6 846 3 4 1 sone no 78 4 25
dist_gtr_stacc 290 70 706 2 5 1 dB yes 77 6 50
flute 815 470 1454 1 6 1 dB yes 73 2 6
flute 815 470 1454 1 6 2 dB yes 73 2 6
flute 815 470 1454 1 6 3 dB yes 73 2 6 ■
flute__stacc 172 14 458 5 2 1 dB yes 88 6 10
:flute_stacc 172 14 458 5 2 2 dB yes 76 4 18
flute_stacc 172 114___ 458 ;2 2 2 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ yes 73______ 3_______ 24 &
flute_stacc 172 14 458 5 2 4 dB yes 73 3 24
flute_stacc 172 14 458 5 2 5 dB yes 73 3 26
horn 656 6 1450 2 5 2 dB no 73 3 6
horn 656 6 1450 2 5 3 dB no 73 2 6
horn_stacc 349 48 968 1 2 2 dB__ no 73______ 2 n _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
horn_stacc 349 48 968 1 6 5 dB no 73 2 1 17
marimba 428 16 1088 2 5 1 dB no 83 2 19
marimba 428 16 1088 2 5 2 dB no 83 2 20
marimba 428 16 1088 2 2 1 dB no 83 2 18 ■i.
marimba 428 16 1088 2 5 4 dB no 83 2 18 ■■■
marimba 428 16 1088 2 5 5 dB I no 83 2 18 I.
mute„gtr 528 26 1366 1 6 2 dB ino 95 3 26
mute_gti*_stacc 384 38 754 4 3 1 sone no 84 4 26
oboe 435 80 1352 2 5 4 dB yes 68 2 23
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Table E.3 (continued)
oboe„stacc 467 32___ 976 0 L 1 gB__ no 73______ 3_______ 27
oboe_stacc 467 32 976 0 7 2 dB no 73 3 27
oboe_stacc 467 32 976 0 7 3| g __ no 73 3 27
oboe„stacc 467 32 976 2 7 i dB no 73 3 27_____
oboe_stacc 467 32 976 0 7 5 dB no 73 3 26
organ 489 197 1037 0 7 1 dB yes 89 4 38
organ 489 i197 1037 2 L 1 dg__ yes 71______ 4_______ 38_____
organ 489 197 1037 0 7 3 dB yes 69 4 38
organ________ 489 197 1037 2 7 1 g ___ yes 69 4_______ 38_____
organ 489 197 1037 0 7 5 dB yes 88 4 38
organ_stacc 442 33 887 4 3 1 sone yes 95 3 45
pno 586 104 1104 1 6 1 dB no 72 3 17
2H0___________ 586 104 1104 1 2 i sone no 73______:3_______ n _____
pno 586 104 1104 1 6 2 dB no 72 3 17
pno 586 104 1104 1 6 2 sone no 72 3 17
pno 586 104 1104 1 6 3 dB no 72 2 15
pno 586 104 1104 1 6 3 sone no 73 3 15
pno 586 104 1104 1 6 4 dB no 72 2 15
pno 586 104 1104 1 6 4 sone no 72 2 15
pno 586 104 1104 1 6 5 sone no 72 2 15
pno_stacc 637 132 1676 2 5 1 dB no 73 3 17
sax 411 8 888 2 L 1 dg__ no 73______ 3_______ 27_____
sax 411 8 888 0 7 2 dB no 73 3 29
sax 411 8 888 0 7 3 dB no 73 3 27
sax 411 8 888 0 7 4 i g ___ no 73______ 3_______ 27_____
sax 411 8 888 0 7 5 dB no 73 3 27
Table E.3 continues over.
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Table E.3 (continued)
1
sax_stacc 538 230 814 0 7 sone yes 61 50
sax„stacc 538 230 814 2 7_ sone yes 63 4 50
sax_stacc 538 230 814 0 7 3 sone yes 61 4 50
sax__stacc 538 230 814 0 7 4 sone yes 61 4 50
sax_stacc 538 230 814 0 7 5 Isone yes 60 4 50
steel 387 13 1203 3 4 1 jsone no 81 5 23
timp 687 44 2124 2 5 1 no i 90 0 50
timp_stacc 617 145 1513 2 5 1 ___ no 73 3 16
E.l.2 Results by Method
This section gives an alternative view of the experiment which gave rise to table E. 1. 
The following two tables show the results obtained without and with adaptive 
normalisation applied, and are grouped to illustrate the effect of both loudness 
measures. For each analysis method, the average difference (over all onsets) is given, 
as well as the standard deviation of the errors, and the minimum and maximum error. 
The percentage of onset peaks correctly identified is also given, as is the number of 
spurious peaks wrongly identified as onsets.
Table E.4 -  Adaptive normalisation not applied.
d ecib els
100% 100%
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Table E.5 -  Adaptive normalisation applied.
1378 1325 1355 1321 1273 1127 1159
1358
1165
1442
1226
1650
1211
16591641 1572 1762 1769 1746 1304
B M N 2 6 _8_____ 1 4 6 4 24 6 6 2
10607 9245 10671 10703 10735 9213 9213 9245 9245 9277
100% 100% 100% 99% 99% 100% 100% 100% 99% 97%
8 8 9 11 11 9 2 2
E.2 Additional Test Cases
This section contains the numerical results obtained from the additional test cases 
(discussed in §6.3.2).
Table E.6 -  Additional test case results.
pno+reverb 1183 453 1579 &1 i dB___ no 72____ 3 10
pno+dynamics 528 1135 1 6 2 sone no 73 1 3
pno-2 octaves 406 R 72 1052 2 5 1 sone no 73 16
pno-3 octaves 781 Isg___ 2039 1 6^ i sone yes 55______ 2‘■WISASVWrtSWNWViVW.NVWV.2Q_____
pno short notes 276 |o 653 2 11 1 sone no 76 5 6
vibrato * * * * * i n/a no 200 4 0______
tremolo 368 |115 829 1 L 1 dB___ yes 83______ 2_______ 7_______
drum pattern 138 |4 680 26 6 2 dB no 65 6 10
Not all onsets were detected, and spurious detections were present.
Note that the test case with shorter notes had 14 onsets to be detected, the drum 
pattern had 32, whereas all the others had only seven. It should also be noted that 
some of the above results were derived in the same way as the main body of tests, 
whilst some used ad hoc parameter settings as described in chapter 6.
E.3 Restriction to Single Method
The results obtained with the single best method (see §7.1.2) were as in table E.7.
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Table E.7 -  Results for p~3, 
(overall average error=698).
dB scale, no adaptive normalisation
cello 2305 884 6916 0 7 73 1 24
cello_stacc 1814 932 2804 0 7 72 2 20
dist_gtr 296 18 1238 3 4 77 5 20
dist_gti'_stacc 380 250 554 0 L 75 4_______ 32_____
flute 1286 314 1774 1 6^ 74 1 2
flute__stacc 1396 862 1742 0 7 72 1 19
horn 1108 178 1610 SLL 73_____ 6______
horn_stacc 909 440 1680 0 7 72 17
marimba 238 56 576 i L 71______ 2_______ j 5 _____
mute_gtr 202 10 338 6 L 72_____ 3_______ 23_____
mute__gtr_stacc 408 238 542 1 2, 73 3_____ 25_____
oboe 883 656 1288 1 6 76 1 26
oboe_stacc 609 472 832 0 7 72 3 23
organ 611 427 877 1 6 73 5 13
organ_stacc 655 409 801 0 7 73 4 30
pno 542 184 896 0 L 72_____ 2_______ j 5 _____
pno_stacc 399 100 684 0 7 72 3 17
sax 365 144 568 1 6^ 72_____ 3_____ _ 25
sax_stacc 203 6 430 1 72_____ 4_______ 29_____
steel 214 45 445 5 2 72 3 26
timp 296 84 476 4 3 72 2 24
timp„stacc 217 65 377 2 5 74 3 19
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Appendix F 
CD Guide
This appendix acts as a guide to the CD accompanying this thesis. The first two tracks 
aie monophonic audio examples. Subsequent stereo tracks illustrate analyses, and 
contain two separate channels of audio: the single channel audio input to the analysis 
and a click track generated from it (as described in §7.3).
Table F .l -  Track listing for accompanying CD.
1 1.1 1 Repeated rim-shots
2 1.2 ^ ____ French horn solo
3 6.10 59 Cello
4 6.11 59 Staccato cello
5 6.12 g o ___ Distorted guitar
6 6.13 1g o __ Staccato distorted guitar
7 6 14 1g l ___ Flute
8 6T5 1g l ___ Staccato flute
_9____ 6T6 62 French horn
10 6T7 1g 2 __ Staccato french horn
JT ___ 6T8 g 3 ___ Marimba
J_2___ 6T9 1g 3 ___
13 6.20 64 Staccato muted guitar
J 4 ___ 6JT 64 Oboe
15 6 J2 g 5 ___ Staccato oboe
16 6 J3 65 Organ
17 6.24 66 Staccato organ
18 6.25 g 6 __ Piano
19 6.26 g 7 ___ Staccato piano
20 6.27 67 Saxophone
■ÿ
-àI
..I"
Table F.l continues over...
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Table F .l (continued)
track : figure j page ; description
21 6.28 68
_22___ 6.29
23 6.30
24 6.31 |6 9
25 6 J3
accaio saxonnone
Steel drum
Timpani
26
27
29
30
11
.31
l i
11
16
37
Staccato
Piano with reverberation 
Piano with dynamic variation 
Piano two octaves lower than original 
Piano three octaves lower than original
Piano piece with short notes 
Legato flute with amplitude moauiation 
Legato french horn with pitch modulation (vibrato)
uaie wave witn gtissanai 
Real guitar recording 
Real piano recording 
Real french horn recording 
Footsteps in background music
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